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Abstract
In this thesis I aim to improve phrase-based statistical machine translation
(PBSMT) in a number of ways by the use of text harmonization strategies.
PBSMT systems are built by training statistical models on large corpora of
human translations. This architecture generally performs well for languages
with similar structure. If the languages are dierent for example with respect
to word order or morphological complexity, however, the standard methods
do not tend to work well. I address this problem through text harmonization,
by making texts more similar before training and applying a PBSMT system.
I investigate how text harmonization can be used to improve PBSMT with
a focus on four areas: compounding, deniteness, word order, and unknown
words. For the rst three areas, the focus is on linguistic dierences between
languages, which I address by applying transformation rules, using either
rule-based or machine learning-based techniques, to the source or target
data. For the last area, unknown words, I harmonize the translation input
to the training data by replacing unknown words with known alternatives.
I show that translation into languages with closed compounds can be improved by splitting and merging compounds. I develop new merging algorithms that outperform previously suggested algorithms and show how
part-of-speech tags can be used to improve the order of compound parts.
Scandinavian denite noun phrases are identied as a problem for PBSMT
in translation into Scandinavian languages and I propose a preprocessing
approach that addresses this problem and gives large improvements over a
baseline. Several previous proposals for how to handle dierences in reordering exist; I propose two types of extensions, iterating reordering and word
alignment and using automatically induced word classes, which allow these
methods to be used for less-resourced languages. Finally I identify several
ways of replacing unknown words in the translation input, most notably
a spell checking-inspired algorithm, which can be trained using characterbased PBSMT techniques.
Overall I present several approaches for extending PBSMT by the use of
pre- and postprocessing techniques for text harmonization, and show experimentally that these methods work. Text harmonization methods are an
ecient way to improve statistical machine translation within the phrasebased approach, without resorting to more complex models.
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Populärvetenskaplig
sammanfattning
Textharmonisering, en metod för att förbättra
maskinöversättning
Maskinöversättning, det vill säga automatisk översättning mellan naturliga
språk som engelska och svenska, spelar en allt större roll när världen blir alltmer internationell. Stora organisationer som EU och FN och multinationella
företag har ett enormt översättningsbehov. Här kan maskinöversättning vara till hjälp, framförallt som stöd för översättare. Men även privatpersoner
kan ha nytta av maskinöversättning. Till exempel kan vi nu tillgodogöra oss
stora delar av innehållet på en webbsida även om vi inte förstår språket den
ursprungligen är skriven på.
I den här avhandlingen presenterar jag mitt arbete kring hur statistisk maskinöversättning kan förbättras genom att använda metoder för textharmonisering. Statistisk maskinöversättning bygger på att man skapar statistiska
modeller för hur översättningar ser ut genom att utgå från stora samlingar
av mänskliga översättningar, så kallade parallella korpusar. De metoder som
används vid statistisk översättning fungerar bäst om språken har liknande
struktur, till exempel inte har stora skillnader i ordföljd. Jag har angripit
detta problem genom textharmonisering, det vill säga att förändra texterna
på det ena språket på något sätt så att de får en struktur liknande det andra
språket, och därigenom förbättra översättningsresultaten.
Jag har visat att översättningar från engelska till svenska och tyska kan förbättras genom att man delar upp sammansättningar på svenska och tyska,
så att deras struktur mer liknar engelskans, där sammansättningar i regel
skrivs som era enskilda ord. Framförallt har jag utvecklat nya metoder
för hur sammansättningsdelarna ska hamna i rätt följd och för hur de ska
sättas ihop igen efter översättningsprocessen. För översättning till skandinaviska språk har jag designat en algoritm som gör engelska fraser som
mer lika skandinaviska,

hunden,

the dog

genom att till exempel plocka bort onödi-

ga bestämda artiklar, vilket leder till förbättrade översättningar. För språk
med olika ordföljd har jag vidareutvecklat bentliga algoritmer, framförallt
genom att använda ordklasser som tas fram automatiskt från text, vilket

v

gör att man kan använda dessa algoritmer för språk med få språkresurser,
som till exempel haitisk kreol. Slutligen har jag visat hur man kan ersätta
ord som är okända för maskinöversättningssystemet med ord som systemet
känner till, bland annat baserat på metoder för stavningskontroll.
I avhandlingen beskrivs dessa och era andra metoder för textharmonisering,
och jag visar hur de kan användas för att på ett eektivt sätt förbättra
statistisk maskinöversättning.
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1 Introduction
Translation is the task of transferring a text, written in a source language,
into another language, a target language. In order to translate a sentence
properly a human needs knowledge of both languages, to understand the
source text, and to be able to produce a well-formed target language text.
In addition, knowledge about the subject matter, the purpose of the text,
and the intended readers are prerequisites for a good translation.
Compared to human translation, machine translation (MT), that is, automatic translation by computers, is even more challenging.

To code all

types of human knowledge into a machine would be very hard, and is not
attempted by any MT systems. However, the rule-based approach to MT
is to code a well-dened subset of human language.

It is based on rules,

often hand-written, that typically analyze the source sentence, transfer it
to a target-side representation, and generate target language. Usually some
type of syntactic analysis is performed, possibly with some semantics, but
there are also systems that use more shallow representations. An alternative
type of approach to machine translation is the empirical approach where existing human translations are the basis of the translation process. In this
thesis the focus will be on statistical MT (SMT), where statistical models are trained automatically from parallel corpora of human translations.
The translation strategy adopted in this thesis is phrase-based statistical
machine translation (PBSMT), where the translation unit is the phrase, a
sequence of words.
PBSMT is a successful approach to MT and it is currently the dominant
approach in research on MT. PBSMT systems have the advantage of being
easy and fast to build as long as there is a suitable parallel corpus, which,
however, is not always the case. The core methods are language independent;
the models are trained in the same way regardless of which language pair
that is treated. This is an advantage when training a new system, but it has
the disadvantage of not taking advantage of any specic knowledge about
a language pair, which might otherwise improve the translation process. In
the standard PBSMT approach no linguistic knowledge is used at all, which
can lead to ungrammatical output.
1

Some problems with PBSMT are exemplied in Table 1.1.
example, for German, the translation of the verb

welcome

In the rst

is missing in the

1 In tables and examples languages will be presented with ISO639-1 language
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Table 1.1: Examples of problematic PBSMT output for dierent language
pairs, contrasted to human reference translations. The PBSMT
examples are from dierent baseline systems from the thesis.

En source

I too would like to welcome Mr Prodi's forceful and meaningful intervention.
Ich möchte auch herrn Prodis energisch und sinnvollen
Beitrag.
Ich möchte meinerseits auch den klaren und substanziellen
Redebeitrag von Präsident Prodi begrüÿen.

De PBSMT
De reference
En source
Sv PBSMT
Sv reference

So much for the scientic approach.
Så mycket för den vetenskapliga synsätt.
Så mycket för den vetenskapliga infallsvinkeln.

Ht source

Yon ti jès pou mwen, yon tandrès pou mwen, yon pawòl pou
mwen, yon zepòl pou mwen
A little jès for me, tandrès for me. A rumor for me, zepòl
for me.
A gesture, some aection for me, some words for me, a shoulder for me

En PBSMT
En reference

PBSMT output. Missing and misplaced verbs are common error types, since
the German verb should appear last in the sentence in this context, as in
the reference,

begrüÿen.

There is also an idiomatic compound,

Redebeitrag

(speech+contribution; intervention) in the reference, which is produced as
the single word

Beitrag

in the PBSMT output.

In the Swedish example,

there are problems with a denite noun phrase (NP), which has the wrong
gender of the denite article,
sux on the noun

synsätt(et)

den

instead of

det,

([the] approach).

and is missing a denite
In the last example from

Haitian Creole to English, there are three unknown Haitian Creole words
that are directly transferred to the output,
and

zepòl

jès

(gesture),

tandrès

(aection),

(shoulder).

As illustrated by these examples, there are many problems to address in order to improve translation quality. In general, standard PBSMT techniques
tend to work better for similar languages. Issues such as diering word order
or dierent word segmentation tend to aect PBSMT negatively. Thus, one
way to improve translations is by the use of

text harmonization,

the process

of making two texts more similar, which is the focus of this thesis.

codes: Danishda, Englishen, Germande, Haitian Creoleht, Italianit, Norwegian
Bokmålnb, and Swedishsv.
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1.1 Text harmonization for SMT
The goal of the thesis is to improve SMT by the use of text harmonization,
that is, to transform one text to become more similar to another text in some
respect. The term text harmonization has not been used much in relation
to SMT, even though the term harmonization has been used sporadically,
mostly in relation to work that addresses word order issues. I think it is a
useful umbrella term for a set of commonly used methods.
Text harmonization can be performed on dierent texts used for SMT. One
option is to make the source text more similar to the target text, or vice
versa. In that case it is possible to address linguistic dierences between two
languages. Another option is to make the translation input more similar to
the training data, for instance by the replacement of unknown words (out-ofvocabulary words, OOVs) in the translation input. A third possibility is to
make the training and/or input data more similar to standardized language,
which could be useful if the data is noisy.
I have focused on how text harmonization can be used to address four areas
that are problematic for current PBSMT:



Compounding



Issue: Compounds are closed, that is, written like single words
in some languages, for instance German and Swedish, and open,
written as multiple words, in other languages such as English.



Harmonization with regard to compounds: Splitting closed compounds, thus making the compound structure more similar to
languages with open compounds.



Deniteness



Issue: Deniteness in Scandinavian languages can be expressed by
a denite article and/or a denite noun sux. In other languages,
such as English, only the denite article is used.



Harmonization with regard to deniteness: Changing the structure of noun phrases in non-Scandinavian languages, to look like
Scandinavian noun phrases, by removing denite articles, and
adding noun suxes.



Word order



Issue: Word order is dierent in natural languages. I have mainly
focused on English and German between which there are several
word order dierences for instance regarding verb placement.

3
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Harmonization with regard to word order: Creating rules that can
change the word order of one language to become more similar
to the other language.



Unknown words



Issue: Words in the translation input that have not been seen in
the training data cannot be translated by a PBSMT system.



Harmonization with regard to unknown words:

Replacing un-

known words in the translation input by known words identied
by the use of techniques such as spell-checking and morphological
processing.

1.2 Contributions
I have investigated how text harmonization strategies can be used to tackle
dierent areas that are problematic to SMT. The main contributions of the
thesis are the following:



I have thoroughly investigated several areas relevant to the generation
of novel compounds for translation into compounding languages.



I have shown how customized part-of-speech (POS) tagsets can
be used in sequence models and as count features in order to
improve compound formation.



I have developed both heuristic and machine learning algorithms
for compound merging that outperform previously proposed algorithms.



I have identied Scandinavian denite noun phrases as a problem for
SMT in translation into Scandinavian languages, and suggested a preprocessing approach to overcome this problem.



I have investigated how existing approaches to reordering can be augmented in dierent ways.



I have presented an approach where word alignment and reordering are iterated, and shown that dierent types of linguistically
motivated rules can be learnt in dierent iterations.



I have shown that clustered word tags can successfully be used
instead of standard POS-tags in a preordering approach.



I have identied several ways to replace OOVs in the translation input,
most notably a spell checking inspired algorithm, for which weights
could be trained automatically by using character-based PBSMT techniques.

4
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1.3 Included papers
This thesis contains seven articles that focus on text harmonization for PBSMT.

Paper 1

Sara Stymne, Nicola Cancedda, and Lars Ahrenberg. 2012a. Gener-

ation of compound words for statistical machine translation into compounding languages. Submitted manuscript.
In this paper we discuss compound processing for translation into German, Swedish, and Danish. The focus is on eects of compound splitting and merging strategies and on how to improve the coalescence of
compound parts by the use of sequence models on customized POStagsets.
Most of the ideas were originally mine; the idea about merging as
sequence labeling was originally Nicola Cancedda's. All ideas were developed in discussion between the authors. I was responsible for the
implementation and evaluation. I wrote most of the paper, aided by
the two co-authors.

Paper 2

Sara Stymne. 2009c. Denite noun phrases in statistical machine

Proceedings of the Workshop on Extracting
and Using Constructions in NLP , pages 49. Odense, Denmark.
translation into Danish. In

In this paper I present a preprocessing strategy for improving the
treatment of denite noun phrases for translation into Danish.

Paper 3

Sara Stymne. 2011a. Denite noun phrases in statistical machine

In Proceedings of the 15th
Annual Conference of the European Association for Machine Translation , pages 289296. Leuven, Belgium.
translation into Scandinavian languages.

This paper is an extension of Paper 2, where the preprocessing strategies for denite NPs are adjusted for and applied to other language
pairs than EnglishDanish.

Paper 4

Sara Stymne. 2011b. Iterative reordering and word alignment for

Proceedings of the 18th Nordic Conference on Computational Linguistics (NODALIDA'11) , pages 315318. Riga, Latvia.
statistical MT. In

In this paper I investigate how preprocessing strategies for learning
reordering rules and word alignment can be iterated, in order to nd
new types of rules and improve alignments.

Paper 5

Sara Stymne. 2012. Clustered word classes for preordering in sta-

Proceedings of ROBUS-UNSUP 2012:
Joint Workshop on Unsupervised and Semi-Supervised Learning in
NLP , pages 2834. Avignon, France.
tistical machine translation. In

In this paper I show that clustered word classes can be used in place
of standard POS-tags for learning reordering rules.

5
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Table 1.2: Overview of the work on the four focus areas, the relation to the
papers, and the languages used.

Paper 6

Focus area

Paper

Languages

Compounding

1 (6)

en⇒{de,sv,da}

Deniteness

23

en⇒{sv,da,nb}, it⇒da

Word order

45 (6)

en⇒de, ht⇒en

Unknown words

67

en⇔de, ht⇒en

Sara Stymne, Maria Holmqvist, and Lars Ahrenberg. 2010. Vs and

OOVs: Two problems for translation between German and English. In

Proceedings of the Joint Fifth Workshop on Statistical Machine Translation and MetricsMATR , pages 183188. Uppsala, Sweden.
In this paper we explore how knowledge-light preprocessing strategies

can be used to replace OOVs in the translation input, by the use of
techniques like stemming. The paper also contains experiments on reordering for alignment and compound processing.
The work on OOVs and compounding were based on my ideas and implemented by me. Maria Holmqvist did most of the work on reordering
for alignment. The paper was jointly written by all three authors.

Paper 7

Sara Stymne. 2011c. Spell checking techniques for replacement of

unknown words and data cleaning for Haitian Creole SMS translation.

Proceedings of the Sixth Workshop on Statistical Machine Translation , pages 470477. Edinburgh, Scotland.
In

In this paper I explore the use of spell-checking techniques for the replacement of OOVs in the translation input. I also investigate how a
small amount of data cleaned by humans can be used to train a model
for cleaning a noisy corpus.

These papers will be referred to as Papers 17 throughout this thesis. Table
1.2 gives an overview of how these papers relate to the focus areas of this
thesis and also shows which language pairs that were used in the experiments.
This PhD thesis is an extension of my licentiate thesis

ing for phrase-based statistical machine translation

Compound process-

(Stymne, 2009b), which

discussed compound processing. The PhD thesis contains new work on compound processing, and also work related to deniteness, reordering and OOV
processing. The introductory chapters of the PhD thesis partially overlap
with the licentiate thesis.

6
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1.4 Outline
Chapter 1 is a brief introduction to the subject matter, and also contains
the contributions of the thesis. Chapters 2 and 3 are background chapters.
Chapter 2 gives an overview of SMT and chapter 3 gives on overview of
the focus areas of the thesis, and of previous work on text harmonization.
Chapter 4 contains an overview of the experiments in the thesis, and summaries of the papers. Chapter 5 contains the conclusions. Finally there are
the seven included papers.

7
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2 Statistical machine
translation
This chapter contains three parts. First there is an overview of approaches
used for statistical machine translation (SMT), with the main focus on
phrase-based SMT (PBSMT). Then there is a brief review of pre- and postprocessing techniques for SMT, followed by a description of methods for
machine translation evaluation.

2.1 Approaches to statistical machine
translation
SMT is a form of empirical machine translation. It is based on statistical
models that can be automatically trained based on large parallel corpora of
human translations. This can be contrasted to rule-based methods, where
knowledge is generally coded into resources such as grammars and transfer
rules by human experts.

In this section I rst review word-based SMT,

which is the oldest type of SMT. I then go on to introduce phrase-based
SMT, which is the framework used in this thesis.

I nally briey review

tree-based SMT.

2.1.1 Word-based SMT
Traditional statistical MT uses words as the translation unit and is based on
1

the noisy channel model, shown using Bayes' rule in Equation 2.1,
we want to nd the probability of a target sentence,
sentence,

S.

where

given a source

T̂ , Equation 2.1 can be re-written
P (S), is removed, since the probability of
P (S|T ), is given by a translation model and

To nd the best translation,

as 2.2, where the denominator,
the source sentence is constant.

P (T ) is

T,

given by a language model. In addition, to nd the best translation

a decoder is needed, which given a source sentence,

S,

produces the most

1 The language independent notation S for source language and T for target language is

used in this thesis, not the commonly used notation of E for English and F for French
or foreign.
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probable target sentence

T,

or possibly an

n-best

list of the most probable

translations.

P (S|T ) · P (T )
P (S)

(2.1)

T̂ = arg max P (S|T ) · P (T )

(2.2)

P (T |S) =
T

Language model
The language model,

P (T ),

accounts for the uency of the translation, it

gives a probability for a sequence of words being a target sentence.
common to use

n-gram-based

assumption that the probability for each word can be based on the
words.

It is

language models that build on the Markov

n previous

The probability for a sentence is calculated as the product of the

probability of each word, given a history of
model, where

n = 2,

n−1 previous words.

In a bigram

this means that the probability for each word is only

conditioned on the previous word, and the probability for the sentence

old man sleeps.

The

would be calculated as in Equation 2.3, where BOS and

EOS are beginning and end of sentence markers.

P (The

old man sleeps .)

= P (The|BOS) · P (old|The) · P (man|old)·
P (sleeps|man) · P (.|sleeps) · P (EOS|.)
(2.3)

These probabilities can be estimated from a mono-lingual corpus using

C(w)
C(wn−1 , wn ) is

maximum-likelihood estimation, as in Equation 2.4 for trigrams, where
is the count function for the word sequence
the count of the bigram
Even if an

n-gram

wn−1 , wn

w,

for instance,

in a corpus (Manning and Schütze, 1999).

model is trained on a large amount of data, it will suer

from data sparseness, i.e., many

n-grams will have been seen few or no times

at all. This is addressed by the use of smoothing techniques, where some of
the probability mass of seen events are given to unseen or rare events (see
e.g., Manning and Schütze, 1999, for an overview).

P (wn |wn−2 , wn−1 ) =

10

C(wn−2 , wn−1 , wn )
C(wn−2 , wn−1 )

(2.4)
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Jetzt möchte ich zur Sache selbst etwas sagen .

I should now like to comment on the issue itself .

Figure 2.1: Example of a word aligned sentence

Translation model
The translation model,

P (S|T ),

accounts for the adequacy of the transla-

tion, that is, how faithful the translation is. It is normally estimated from
a parallel bilingual corpus. Statistical translation models estimate the conditional probability of a target sentence given a source sentence using word
alignments.

In a word aligned text, words that correspond to each other

are linked, as shown in Figure 2.1.

Some words have no correspondences

in the other language, such as

(something), which then receives a so

etwas

called null link. The translation model can be calculated as the sum over
all possible alignments, as in Equation 2.5, where

P (S|T ) =

X

A

is an alignment.

P (S, A|T )

(2.5)

A
IBM researchers (Brown et al., 1993) developed a series of ve increasingly
more complex models that estimate translation models and word alignments
from sentence-aligned text, called the IBM models.

The rst model only

takes into account the translation of words into other words. In models 25
distortion is taken into account as well and in models 35 fertility is also
added. Distortion is a measure of how target words are reordered, compared
to the source. Fertility is a measure of how many source words a single target
word is translated into.
The IBM models do not directly estimate the probability in Equation 2.5.
A somewhat simplied equation for models 35, formulated by (Elming,
2008a), is shown in Equation 2.6, where

t

with length

l, j

is the position of the target word that
fertility of target word

n

i is a position of the target sentence
s with length m, aj
word j is aligned to, and φi is the

is a position in the source sentence

i.

The equation has three parts, the probability

giving the fertility for each target word, how many words each target

word generates, the probability

tr,

that a source word form translates into

a target word form, and the distortion probability

d,

the probability that a
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word form appears in a source sentence position, given the link to a target
sentence position, and the length of the sentences.

P (S, A|T ) =

l
Y

n(φi |ti )

i=1

m
Y
j=1

tr(sj |taj )

m
Y

d(j|aj , m, l)

(2.6)

j=1

To estimate these probabilities the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977) is used.
method with two steps.

The EM algorithm is an iterative

In the expectation step expected alignment fre-

quencies are estimated based on the current model parameters. In the maximization step the model parameters are re-estimated based on the alignment frequencies.

The EM algorithm is only guaranteed to reach a local

maximum, which makes it sensitive to the initial estimation of the model
parameters.

Therefore, the models are often run in sequence, where the

result of the lower models is used to initialize the next model. IBM model
2 is often replaced by a Hidden Markov model (HMM) described by Vogel et al. (1996). All these models are asymmetric and create one-to-many
alignments, i.e., one word in the target text can be aligned to many source
words, but each source word can only be aligned to one target word.

2.1.2 Phrase-based SMT
In phrase-based SMT (Och et al., 1999; Marcu and Wong, 2002; Zens et al.,
2002; Koehn et al., 2003), the unit of translation is not a single word but a
phrase. A phrase in this context is a sequence of words, not necessarily a
linguistically motivated phrase. Figure 2.2 shows two examples of a phrasealigned sentence, with dierent granularity of the phrases. In this type of
model there is an

nn

alignment between phrases, that is, the number of

phrases is equal on both sides, but the size of the individual phrases can
vary. Phrase-based SMT was rst suggested by Och et al. (1999) under the
name alignment template model, which was based on word classes. A similar
approach to PBSMT is n-gram-based translation (Mariño et al., 2006), based
on bilingual n-grams.
At the same time as phrase-based models were suggested, there was also a
move from the traditional noisy channel model to log-linear models (Och
and Ney, 2002), which became the standard model type used for PBSMT.

best sentence,

P (T |S) is modeled by a set of M feahm (T, S), where each feature function has a weight λm . The
T̂ , is computed as in Equation 2.7, where Zs is a normaliza-

tion constant.

The feature functions include the language model and the

In a log-linear model, the probability
ture functions

translation model.
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Jetzt möchte ich zur Sache selbst etwas sagen .

I should now like to comment on the issue itself .

Jetzt möchte ich zur Sache selbst etwas sagen .

I should now like to comment on the issue itself .

Figure 2.2: Examples of phrase-alignments with dierent granularity

T̂ = arg max P (T |S)
T

1
= arg max
exp
Zs
T

M
X

!
λm hm (T, S)

(2.7)

m=1

The language model is normally the same for phrase-based as for wordbased translation.

The main dierence from word-based models is in the

translation model, which now includes probabilities for translating phrases,
not only single words. An advantage of log-linear models is that it is easy to
add other feature functions than just the language and translation models.
It is common for instance to add more advanced distortion models, and word
and phrase penalties, that can control the length of the output sentence and
the tendency to choose long or short phrases.
In most phrase-based approaches the extracted phrases are contiguous, that
is, non-interrupted sequences of words. Another possibility is to allow discontiguous phrase alignments, where there can be gaps in the phrases. An
example of a discontiguous phrase alignment is shown in Figure 2.3, where
discontiguous links are used to handle a German phrasal verb with a separated verb prex,

fängt . . . an (start), and an English expression, it is best,
always. Goutte et al. (2004) described an ex-

interrupted by the adverb

tension to standard PBSMT which allows xed-sized gaps in the extracted
phrases and Simard et al. (2005) described a decoder that used the discontiguous phrases.

Galley and Manning (2010) described a decoder for

13
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Am besten fängt man immer zu hause an .

It is always best to start at home .

Figure 2.3: Example of phrase-alignment with discontiguous links

handling gaps of variable size, based on the alignment algorithm described
in Lopez (2007).

Translation model
The translation model contains probabilities for phrase translations. A common way to construct a translation model for PBSMT, described in Koehn
et al. (2003), is to start with asymmetric one-to-many word alignments in
both directions, extracted based on the IBM models, which are then symmetrized into many-to-many alignments.

From this alignment consistent

phrases are extracted and scored. There are other possibilities, such as to
estimate phrase probabilities directly from the corpus, not via word alignments (Marcu and Wong, 2002), which has, however, been shown to perform
worse than word-alignment-based methods.
Symmetrization normally starts with the intersection of the two unidirectional alignments, and proceeds by adding a subset of the links from the
union.

Och and Ney (2000) described a rened symmetrization method,

where they add alignment points from the union if they align at least one
unaligned word, and are horizontal or vertical neighbors of an alignment
point, or if they connect previously unaligned words. Koehn et al. (2005)
described an alternative to this method, grow-diag-nal-and, where diagonal
neighbors are also allowed, and where unaligned points are added in a nal
step if they connect two previously unaligned words.
From a symmetrized alignment, Koehn et al. (2003) created a phrase alignment by collecting all phrase pairs that are consistent with the word alignment, that is, the words in a phrase pair can only be aligned with words in
the same pair, not to words outside the phrase pair. The probabilities were
estimated by relative frequencies, as in Equation 2.8, where
correspondence, an alignment between two phrases.
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count(s, t)
0
s0 count(s , t)

φ(s|t) = P

(2.8)

Koehn et al. (2003) suggested using lexical weighting as a complement to
phrase probabilities. The lexical weighting is a probability that is based on
the probabilities of the word alignments between individual words in a phrase
pair. Both for phrase probabilities and lexical weighting, it is common to
use probabilities for both translation directions, i.e., not only
also

P (s|t),

but

P (t|s).

Goutte et al. (2004) described a method for directly estimating discontiguous
phrases from

n-best

lists of one-to-many alignments.

A word alignment

matrix was created with weights based on how many times each pair of words
was aligned in the

n-best

lists. From this matrix a parallel partitioning of

the words is created based on orthogonal non-negative matrix factorization.
Each partition is a phrase pair, which can be discontiguous.

Distortion models
In PBSMT a large part of the local reordering is taken care of within phrase
pairs.

The phrase pairs can capture local reorderings that were seen in

the training data, as in (1) where we can extract the phrase pair

erlebten wir  Yesterday, we experienced,

Gestern

to account for the fact that the

German subject follows the verb after an adverbial. These reorderings are,
however, only local and cannot be generalized, so there is still a need to
model distortion in phrase-based models.

(1)

Gestern

erlebten

wir die Verhaftung . . .

Yesterday experienced we the arrest

...

Yesterday, we experienced the arrest . . .

Normally some method that restricts the possible reorderings is applied, in
order to reduce the complexity of decoding from NP-hard without reordering constraints to polynomial (Zens et al., 2004). One common restriction
is the IBM constraint (Berger et al., 1996), which allows unlimited reorderings, but with a limit on how far words can move, thus disallowing global
reordering. A special case of the IBM constraint is when the reordering limit
is set to

0,

that is, no reorderings are allowed, which is called monotone de-

coding. Monotone decoding is ecient, but in general gives bad results. It
can, however, be used together with other methods that address reordering.
Another type of reordering constraint is based on inversion transduction
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grammars (The ITG constraint, Wu, 1997; Zens et al., 2004).

It allows

global reordering, but the kinds of permutations are restricted.
It is common to use a distortion penalty, a at penalty that punishes any
deviation from the source order of phrases.
ply adds a factor

δn

for movements over

n

The distortion penalty sim-

words. The distortion penalty

only takes the position of phrases into account, not the words in them. In
addition it is common to impose a constraint, a distortion limit, on the maximum distance a phrase can move. This default distortion model is weak;
it discourages distortion, but allows some distortion to take place if it has
support from the language model.
A number of alternative distortion models, with a higher degree of discrimination of orderings have been suggested (e.g., Tillman, 2004; Koehn et al.,
2005; Al-Onaizan and Papineni, 2006; Kuhn et al., 2006; Galley and Manning, 2008). Koehn et al. (2005) described a lexicalized reordering model,
which for each phrase learns how likely it is to follow the previous phrase
(monotone), swap places with the previous phrase (swap) or not be connected to the previous phrase (discontiguous). Probabilities are estimated
for the three possible orientations:

P (orientation|S, T ).

This probabil-

ity can be conditioned on both the source and the target, or only on the
source, and the orientation can be based on either the previous or the next
phrase. These probabilities can be estimated from an aligned corpus using
a smoothed maximum likelihood estimation (Koehn, 2009).

Decoding
The task of nding the translation option that maximizes the log-linear
model (Equation 2.7) is exponential in the length of the input sentence.
Thus heuristic search techniques like best-rst search or stack decoding are
normally used to estimate the best translation.

The main idea is to use

a priority queue, where partial hypotheses are stored together with their
scores, and where the current best hypothesis is expanded at each step.
This priority queue can be pruned to a specic size to reduce time and
memory complexity at the cost of risking removing partial hypotheses that
would be useful in the end.
One example of a search algorithm used for PBSMT is beam search, which
is used in the Moses decoder (Koehn et al., 2007).

In this algorithm the

target sentence is built from left to right, by expanding any source word
phrase. The translation hypotheses are stored in beams, where each beam
covers a particular number of source words.

Each beam can be pruned

independently, based on either histogram pruning, where a limit is set on
the maximum number of hypothesis in each beam, or by threshold pruning,
where hypotheses are cut based on how much lower score than the best
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the|the|DET|DEF boy|boy|N|SING plays|play|V|3-PRES
pojken|pojke|N|SG-DEF-UTR leker|leka|V|PRES

.|.|PUNC|

.|.|PUNC|

Figure 2.4: An example of an English and Swedish sentence represented with
factors for surface form, lemma, POS-tags and morphology.

hypothesis in the beam they have.

The hypotheses are scored based on

their feature function values for the expanded part, and an estimate of the
future cost of expanding the hypothesis fully, based on the translation cost
and a simplied language model cost (Koehn, 2009).

Parameter optimization
The weights,

λm ,

of the log-linear model (Equation 2.7) should reect the

importance given to each of the models. The weights can be optimized on
an evaluation metric against a development corpus (see Section 2.3, for a description of some common MT metrics). This process is often called tuning.
A commonly used procedure for performing such optimization is minimum
error-rate training (MERT, Och, 2003).

It works by translating a set of

sentences using some initial weights, producing an

n-best

list of translation

hypotheses. The feature weights are then recalculated, to produce a good
ordering of the

n-best

list with respect to the translation metric scores.

The translation step is then repeated with the new weights.

These steps

are iterated until no new translation hypotheses are found in the translation
step or until the improvement is below a certain threshold. Normally MERT
is used to optimize the Bleu metric (see Section 2.3).
An alternative procedure was presented by Simard et al. (2005), based on
an alternative optimization technique described in Och (2003).

By using

a smoothed version of the NIST metric, Simard et al. (2005) could use
gradient-based optimization, which is not the case for MERT.

2.1.3 Factored SMT
In the models discussed so far, each token in the source text is represented
by its surface form.

In a factored model (Koehn and Hoang, 2007) each

token is represented as a vector of features, which can include linguistically
motivated features such as lemmas, POS-tags and morphology, as illustrated
in Figure 2.4.
In factored PBSMT an additional type of model, a generation model, can
be used. The generation model is only used on the target side, to generate a
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Source

Target

surface form

surface form

lemma

lemma

morphology

morphology

Figure 2.5: Example setup for factored translation

factor from one or more other factors, for instance to generate surface form
from lemma and morphology. It can be trained on mono-lingual data. The
full translation process is decomposed into one or several translation steps
and zero, one, or several generation steps, which is called a decoding path.
Factors can also be used in lexicalized distortion models.
Another feature of the factored translation framework is that it is possible
to have multiple alternative decoding paths (Birch et al., 2007). This makes
it possible to combine a standard translation model from surface form to
surface form, with more complex models including generation steps. Figure
2.5 shows an example of such a setup for factored translation, where there
are two decoding paths, from surface form to surface form, and a more
complex path with two translation models and one generation model.
Factored translation has been used for a number of language pairs in order
to target several problems with standard PBSMT. One way to use factors
is to have several factors in the target language, and use other sequence
models in addition to the ordinary language model. This can improve word
order and agreement. Improvements have been demonstrated by using morphologically enriched POS-tags as an extra output factor for translation
into German (Koehn et al., 2008; Stymne et al., 2008), and by using supertags for translation from Dutch to English (Birch et al., 2007).

Shen

et al. (2006) used factors for truecasing, with a target-side generation step
for case. Avramidis and Koehn (2008) use source side factors to model case
in translation between English and Greek.

Morphological models where

morphological tags were used both in sequence models and for generation
has been used for translation to Czech (Bojar, 2007) and Arabic (Badr et al.,
2008). An elaborate model for English to Hindi translation was presented by
Ramanathan et al. (2009), where lemmas, suxes, and semantic relations
are used on the source side, and a generation model is used on the target
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side to combine lemmas and suxes or case markers to surface form. The
setup with several decoding paths can also be used for domain adaptation
by combining translation models trained on in-domain and out-of-domain
corpora (Koehn and Schroeder, 2007).

2.1.4 Tree-based SMT
The SMT methods discussed so far are at models that treat sentences
as sequences, and do not impose any structure, which can be contrasted to
tree-based methods. There has been much research on dierent types of treebased models. Such models can either be formally syntactic or linguistically
syntactic. Linguistically syntactic models are informed by linguistic theory
or annotations, whereas formally syntactic models are hierarchical, but are
extracted from raw text.

One advantage of these types of models is that

they can capture syntactic regularities and reorderings that go beyond the
power of PBSMT. A drawback of linguistically syntactic models is that they
require tools or treebanks that are not available for all languages.
Formally syntactic models can be induced from plain parallel text, and do
not require any parsers or treebanks. Chiang (2005) suggested a hierarchical
model based on formal syntax, where a synchronous context free grammar
(SCFG) was induced automatically from plain parallel data.

Decoding is

performed by chart parsing. Other options are the use of head transducers
(Alshawi et al., 1997), bracketing transduction grammars (Wu, 1997), or
linear transduction grammars (Saers, 2011).
Linguistically syntactic models are based on syntax trees on the target side,
string-to-tree models; on the source side, tree-to-string models; or on both
sides, tree-to-tree models. String-to-tree models are often based on SCFG
(Yamada and Knight, 2002), but have also been based on synchronous tree
substitution grammar (Galley et al., 2006), tree-adjoining grammar (Carreras and Collins, 2009), and dependency grammar (Shen et al., 2010).
Zollmann and Venugopal (2006) proposed a string-to-tree model similar
to that of Chiang (2005), but one that used syntactic categories on nonterminals. In tree-to-string translation, the source side is parsed, in order
to guide the translation into target side strings. Tree-to-string models have
for instance been proposed based on dependency grammar (Quirk et al.,
2005), tree transducers (Graehl and Knight, 2004), and constituency grammar (Huang et al., 2006; Liu et al., 2006).

Tree-to-tree models are more

powerful with trees on both sides, but they are also computationally even
more complex. Again, several dierent formalisms have been used such as
synchronous tree-substitution grammar (Zhang et al., 2007a), synchronous
tree-adjoining grammar (Shieber, 2007), and quasi-synchronous grammar
(Smith and Eisner, 2006).
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While several of these approaches have shown signicant improvements over
phrase-based models, their search procedures are more complex and it is
more dicult to apply a language model eciently. Due to this some methods do not scale well to large training corpora.

Improving eciency of

tree-based models is an active research area, however, for instance there
is work on faster language model integration by forest rescoring and cube
pruning (Huang and Chiang, 2007).

2.2 Pre- and postprocessing
Pre- and postprocessing techniques are extensions to SMT, which add additional processing modules to the main strategies described in the previous
sections. In this section I discuss pre- and postprocessing in general. Strategies used for text harmonization with respect to the focus areas of this thesis
are described in more detail in Chapter 3.

2.2.1 Preprocessing
In almost all SMT systems, some pre- and postprocessing is performed. Typically the training data and translation input are tokenized and lowercased.
In the tokenization step for languages like English words are separated from
punctuation marks and other tokens.

For languages like Chinese, which

are written without spaces between words, this becomes more dicult, and
some type of word segmentation is needed. Lowercasing the data is common
in order to reduce sparsity. An alternative is to truecase the data by only
changing case of the rst word in each sentence (Koehn et al., 2008).
Preprocessing of the bilingual corpora and of the translation input has also
been used to target language specic phenomena. Nieÿen and Ney (2000)
described work where they performed a number of transformations on the
German source side for translation into English.
tions was to join separated verb prexes, such as

One of the transforma-

fahre . . . los/losfahren

(to

leave) to the verb, since these constructions are usually translated with a
single verb in English. They also split compounds, merged some multi-word
phrases, annotated ambiguous function words with POS-tags and replaced
some OOV words. Diab et al. (2007) discussed how dierent types of diacritization of the data inuenced translation from Arabic.
It is common to split morphs in a preprocessing step to harmonize morphologically rich languages to languages like English with little morphology. One
way to achieve this is by re-segmenting the input by splitting o morphemes.
This type of strategy has been successful for translation from Spanish and
Catalan (Popovi¢ and Ney, 2004), Czech (Goldwater and McClosky, 2005),
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Arabic (Lee, 2004; El Isbihani et al., 2006; Habash and Sadat, 2006), Finnish
(Zwarts and Dras, 2008), and Turkish (Bisazza and Federico, 2009). Which
type of morphological segmentation that is best varies with the source language, and in most of the papers above several types of segmentations are
investigated with varying results. Often, a 1-best segmentation is used as
input to the decoder.

However, there are also ways to combine dierent

segmentations in the decoder.

Dyer et al. (2008) used a lattice with sev-

eral segmentations as input to the decoder for translation from Chinese and
Arabic.

de Gispert et al. (2009) combined

n-best

lists from decoder runs

with dierent segmentations, and combined them using minimum Bayes risk
decoding for translation from Finnish and Arabic.
A similar strategy is to remove morphological distinctions irrelevant to the
target language, for instance case distinctions on nouns are not used in
English. Removal of such distinctions has been based on Markov random
elds (Talbot and Osborne, 2006) and POS-based heuristics (El-Kahlout
and Yvon, 2010).
Fraser (2009) proposed a preprocessing method for normalizing German
spelling, which was changed after a relatively recent writing reform (Institut
für Deutsche Sprache, 1998). He classied texts as belonging to either the

dass /
daÿ (that). He then mapped variants of words written dierently, such as
duerfen / dürfen (can) to a single class from which the most common option,
old or new spelling, based on the spelling of the complementizer

based on frequency counts from a corpus was chosen.

2.2.2 Postprocessing
If preprocessing is performed on target language texts prior to training,
a postprocessing step of the translation output, where it is transformed
back to standard target language is needed. For standard procedures like
tokenization and lowercasing, the opposite processes of detokenization and
recasing (see e.g., Wang et al., 2006) are performed after translation. For
linguistically motivated preprocessing, like morphological processing, there
has been much less research on the postprocessing step of morphological
merging that is needed if translating into a morphologically rich language,
than there has been on morphological splitting for translation from these
languages.
Virpioja et al. (2007) split words into morphemes, prior to training, for
translation between Finnish, Swedish and Danish.
modier parts, with a special symbol.

They marked all split

In the postprocessing step, every

word that was marked with a symbol was merged with the next word. The
translation results measured by automatic metrics were worse when splitting
and merging was used than without morphological splitting. However, an
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error analysis of the result showed other advantages, such as a reduction
of untranslated words. No analysis of the merging itself took place. This
strategy does have the advantage of being able to merge novel word forms,
but has a drawback in that it can merge parts into nonwords if the parts
are misplaced in the translation output.
Another study of postprocessing of morphs is El-Kahlout and Of lazer (2006),
where translation from English into Turkish was explored. Prior to training,
morphs were split and the modier parts of each word were marked with
a symbol and axes were normalized to base form. In the merging phase,
surface forms were generated following morphographemic rules. When the
parts were just merged, based on symbols, it gave rise to many badly formed
words, and translation results were bad. The reason for this was that the
parts were translated out of order. To overcome this to some extent, parts
were only merged if the resulting word was accepted by a morphological
analyser, ignoring other, redundant or wrong, morphemes. This constraint
improved translation, but it was still worse than the baseline without morphological processing. Grouping some of the split morphemes prior to training, i.e., having a lower number of total splits, improved the system above
the baseline.
Badr et al. (2008) reported results for translation from English to Arabic.
Their best method was a combination merging method where forms were
picked at random from the corpus for known combination of morphs and
words and were generated based on handwritten recombination rules for
unknown forms. This approach gave improvements over a baseline. They
also used tags where they combined morphological features with POS-tags
as factors in a factored translation model, where surface forms were generated from this information, which gave a small improvement on a large
corpus, at the cost of high running times.

El Kholy and Habash (2010)

extended the merging schemes of Badr et al. (2008) by using the conditional probability and an LM score to choose the best merging option when
there were several known variants of a word form. They also backed o to
hand-written rules for unknown forms. They showed a little eect of this on
an MT task, even though this strategy was the best option in an intrinsic
evaluation.
Another approach for treating morphology is to generate the correct morphological form in translation output where only lemmas or other reduced
forms are generated. Fraser (2009) used a second decoder run for restoring
morphological forms without success.

Learning-based methods have how-

ever been successful; Minkov et al. (2007) used a maximum entropy model
to generate Russian morphology, and Fraser et al. (2012) used conditional
random eld to generate German morphology.
Nieÿen (2002) mentioned the need for inverse restructuring if preprocessing
is performed on the target side of the corpus.
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She does not go into any
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details, but mentions the insertion of the auxiliary

do

in English, and the

restoration of separated verb prexes for German.
There are also postprocessing techniques that do not require any preprocessing.

In reranking of

n-best

lists (Och et al., 2004; Shen et al., 2004;

Toutanova et al., 2008) no transformations are performed, but a choice is
made between the

n

best translations produced by the decoder, based on

more knowledge than is available to the decoder. Postprocessing has also
been used to correct dierent types of errors in the translation output. Some
examples are substitution of words that do not t in the context (Elming,
2006) and correction of grammatical errors by applying a grammar checker
(Stymne and Ahrenberg, 2010).

2.3 Machine translation evaluation
Evaluation of translations is dicult, since there is not one correct answer,
but many possible translations that can convey the meaning of a source text
in an adequate way. Machine translation evaluation can be either human
or automatic. In human evaluation translation output is normally judged
in some way by human judges, who preferably should be native speakers of
the target language. In automatic evaluation the translation hypothesis is
generally compared with one or several human reference translations of the
same source text.

2.3.1 Human evaluation
One way for humans to evaluate translation output is to judge them on
some scales for adequacy and uency. This, however, has been shown to be
hard, with a low inter-annotator agreement, by e.g., (Callison-Burch et al.,
2007), who suggested ranking the translations from dierent systems either
on sentence or constituent level instead. Other evaluation schemes that have
been proposed are for instance assessment of acceptability (Callison-Burch
et al., 2008), usability (Oersgaard et al., 2008), or measurements based on
post-editing MT output, such as keystrokes or mouse clicks (Jäppinen and
Kulikov, 1991).
A complement to system-wide human evaluation is to perform an error analysis of the translation output, which aims to identify and classify errors.
Error analyses can be large scale categorizations of all types of errors that
occur. Such a classication is suggested by Vilar et al. (2006), who used it to
evaluate Spanish and English translations. The same classication has been
used in other studies, e.g., Avramidis and Koehn (2008) for Greek. Error
analysis can also target specic phenomena such as compound translation
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or noun-phrase agreement (Stymne et al., 2008), Korean verbal heads (Li
et al., 2009), or case markers (Ramanathan et al., 2009).
There have also been suggestions for human evaluation that do not require
access to the source or a human reference.

Examples are studies where

reading comprehension questions are asked to participants after reading MT
output (Fuji, 1999; Jones et al., 2005), and eye tracking studies of people
reading MT output (Doherty and O'Brien, 2009; Stymne et al., 2012b).
Human evaluation is very time consuming and humans often have a low
agreement with other humans (Callison-Burch et al., 2007, 2008; Stymne and
Ahrenberg, 2012). Thus large-scale human evaluation is performed mostly
for larger evaluation campaigns, such as the Workshop of Statistical Machine
Translation (see e.g., Callison-Burch et al., 2009).

Another drawback of

human evaluation is that the eort that goes into evaluation is not reusable;
if a system is modied, a new human evaluation is needed.

2.3.2 Automatic evaluation
Most of the commonly used automatic metrics work by comparing the translation output to one or more human reference translations, giving some kind
of score that quanties the closeness to the reference(s). There are a huge
number of automatic metrics, but I will focus on the four metrics that are
used in the papers of this thesis: Bleu, NIST, Meteor, and PER, of which all
are based on surface matching of words, except for Meteor where stemming
and WordNet can be used as well. Other approaches to automatic metrics
include using POS-tags (Popovi¢ and Ney, 2009), syntax (Owczarzak et al.,
2007) or deeper linguistic representations such as semantic roles and discourse representation structures (Giménez and Márquez, 2008).

It is also

possible to combine several metrics (Giménez and Márquez, 2008) or to use
machine learning techniques (Duh, 2008).
Bleu (BiLingual Evaluation Understudy; Papineni et al., 2002) is a metric
that measures the precision of

n-gram

overlap with one or several reference

translations, and in addition takes into account the length of the translation

N is the order
n-grams that are used, usually 4, pn is a modied n-gram precision, where
each n-gram in the reference can be matched by at most one n-gram from
the hypothesis. BP is a brevity penalty, which is used to penalize too
short translations. It is based on the length of the hypothesis, c, and the
reference length, r . If several references are used, there are alternative ways
hypothesis. Equation 2.9 shows the formula for Bleu, where

of

of calculating the reference length, using the closest, average or shortest
reference length. Bleu can only be used to give accurate system wide scores,
since the geometric mean formulation means it will be zero if there are no
overlapping 4-grams, which is often the case in single sentences.
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!
N
X
1
Bleu = BP · exp
log pn
n
n=1

1
if
c>r
BP =
e(1−r/c) if c ≤ r

(2.9)

Bleu was the rst automatic evaluation metric that was shown to correlate
well with human judgments. It has become a de-facto standard for machine
translation evaluation, even though later studies have shown that other metrics often have a higher correlation to human judgments (e.g., Callison-Burch
et al., 2008).
NIST (Doddington, 2002) was developed to target some of the aws in Bleu.
It is also based on

n-gram

not give equal weight to all

precision and a brevity penalty. However, it does

n-grams, but less frequent n-grams, which should

be more informative, have a higher weight. The brevity penalty is also different. The formula for NIST is shown in Equation 2.10, where
is the count of the

n-gram wi . . . wn

the length of the system output and
erences,

β

L̄ref

is the average length of the ref-

0.5 when
2/3, and the

is a constant that is set to make the brevity penalty

the word ratio between the system output and the reference is
order of

C(wi . . . wn )
Lsys is

in the reference translation(s),

n-grams, N ,

is normally set to

N IST =




N 

X

P

5.

Info(w1

all w1 ...wn
that co-occur

P



n=1 



. . . wn ) 




(1)

all w1 ...wn
in sysoutput

· BP

(2.10)










Lsys
2
,1
BP = exp β log min
L̄ref


C(w1 . . . wn−1 )
Info(w1 . . . wn ) = log2
C(w1 . . . wn )
Meteor (Metric for Evaluation of Translation with Explicit ORdering; Banerjee and Lavie, 2005) is dierent from the above metrics in that it includes
recall, not only precision, and only considers unigrams.

Fluency is cap-

tured by a penalty based on the number of contiguous chunks formed by
the matched words. The matching of words is exible where the matching
is performed in stages, starting with surface form and allowing additional
matching steps for stems, and for WordNet synonyms. Equation 2.11 shows
the formula for Meteor, where

P

is unigram precision and

R

is unigram re-
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α, β, γ are weights. In the original
α = 0.9, β = 3, γ = 0.5. In subse-

call based on several matching stages, and
version the weights were instantiated as

quent versions of Meteor these weights have been optimized against human
judgments, both on adequacy and uency (Lavie and Agarwal, 2007) and on
ranking of systems (Agarwal and Lavie, 2008). The original Meteor version
can be used for any target language using only surface form matching, but
WordNet is only available for English, and the stemmer works only for a restricted number of languages. The optimized versions of Meteor are trained
for English, German, French and Spanish.

= Fmean · (1 − Penalty)
P ·R
Fmean =
α · P + (1 − α) · R

β
#chunks
Penalty = γ ·
#unigrams_matched
Meteor

(2.11)

PER (Position independent word Error Rate; Tillmann et al., 1997) is one
of many dierent error rates, which are used to calculate the distance of
a translation suggestion to a reference translation. The matching is based
on the Levenshtein distance (Levenshtein, 1966), the number of insertions,
deletions and substitutions needed to transform the hypothesis into the reference.

WER (Word Error Rate), is the Levenshtein distance normalized

by the reference length. PER is similar to WER, but does not take word
order into account. This amounts to comparing the two sentences as bags
of words, computing the dierence between them, and normalizing by the
reference length. One formulation of PER is shown in Equation 2.12 where

Tt

is the system translation and

Tr

is the reference sentence (Vogel et al.,

2000). Since PER is an error-rate, a lower score is better, and 0 means an
identical translation to the reference except for word order.

P ER =

max(|Tt |, |Tr |) − |Tt ∩ Tr |
|Tr |

(2.12)

The main advantage of automatic metrics is that they are cheap and fast
to apply, which allows quick testing during system development. They are,
however, less informative than human analysis and it is often hard to see
exactly what a gain in a metric actually means. Most automatic metrics,
including Bleu, are unfair when comparing systems that use dierent MT
architectures, tending to bias in favor of SMT. They are, however, considered useful for incremental development of the same system (Callison-Burch
et al., 2006b). In each paper of this thesis I use several metrics, to try to
give a broader picture of possible improvements, since the dierent metrics
to some extent measure dierent aspects of translation quality.
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Set c = 0
Compute actual statistic of score dierences |SX − SY |
For random shues r = 0, . . . , R
For sentences in testset
Shue variable tuples between system X and Y with probability 0.5
Compute pseudo-statistic |SXr − SYr |
if |SX − SY | ≥ |SXr − SYr |
c++
c+1
p = R+1
Reject null hypothesis if p ≤ specied rejection level
Figure 2.6: Approximate randomization test (Riezler and Maxwell, 2005)

Signicance testing
It is not straightforward to test the signicance of machine translation metrics. The Bleu metric is not decomposable to sentence level, since 4-gram
precision is often zero. But even for other metrics that at least in principle work on sentence level, sentence level scores are highly unreliable, and
have low agreement with human judgments (see e.g., Callison-Burch et al.,
2011, for a sample of MT metrics). Thus it is common in MT to use datadriven nonparametric signicance tests (Noreen, 1998) such as bootstrap
resampling (Zhang et al., 2004; Koehn, 2004) or approximate randomization (Riezler and Maxwell, 2005). These tests have fewer assumptions than
standard analytical signicance tests.
In this thesis I use approximate randomization, suggested by Riezler and
Maxwell (2005) as being more conservative than bootstrap resampling. It
does not require that the samples are representative of the population, which
the bootstrap method does. Figure 2.6 shows pseudo-code for performing the
approximate randomization to evaluate the dierence between two systems.
The null hypothesis is that there is no dierence between the systems, and
the calculation is based on randomly shuing sentences between the two
systems, which should not matter if there is no dierence.

The test is

stratied, by only shuing translations of the same sentence.
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3 Text harmonization: Focus
areas and strategies
In this section I describe previous attempts at text harmonization for the
four focus areas of the thesis: compounding, deniteness, word order, and
unknown words. For each area I rst give a brief linguistic introduction to
the area in general, especially for the languages treated in this thesis, before
presenting previous work relating to SMT. The term text harmonization has
not been used in this context, but I consider all types of work that aim to
make texts more similar in order to improve SMT to belong to this umbrella
term. The description of the focus areas are by no means full introductions
to any of these areas. They are intended as a brief background to the text
harmonization strategies described in this chapter, and to the thesis work.

3.1 Compounding
Compounding is a type of word formation, where new words are formed by
the combination of two or more other words. The majority of compounds are
made up of two free morphemes, or stems, that can function as independent
words, as in (2).

There are, however, instances of compounds where one

compound part does not work outside of the compound, as

cran

in

cranberry.

Compounding can be contrasted to other word formation options, such as
derivation, where new words are formed from one stem to which axes are
added, as

unsuccessful, which is formed from
un- and the sux -ful.

the stem

success,

with the

addition of the prex

(2)

a. adventure story
b. competition-friendly
c. sailboat

As illustrated in (2) compounds can be written orthographically in dierent
ways, as separate words, hyphenated, or as single words. Compounds that
are written as single words are called closed compounds, and compounds
written as separate words are called open or solid compounds. Languages
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that has a tendency to mainly use closed compounds are often called

pounding languages.

com-

In many languages compounding is highly productive,

and new compounds can be formed readily.
Compounds are sometimes divided into two types: determinative and copulative (Thorell, 1981). In copulative compounds the parts are coordinated
and all parts have the same importance, as in the Swedish

blågul

(blue and

yellow). These are sometimes further subdivided as copulative and appositional (Bauer, 1983). A copulative compound in this sense, like

player-coach,

which is both a player and a coach, is a hyponym of both parts. In appositional compounds, like

Alsace-Lorraine,

the two parts combine to form the

entity referred to by the compound.
In determinative compounds one part, normally the last part in Germanic
languages, is the syntactic head of the compound, and the other parts are
some kind of modiers of the head, for instance, a

parliament building

is

a building used by a parliament. Determinative compounds can be further
subdivided into endocentric and exocentric compounds, depending on the
semantic head (Bauer, 1983). In endocentric compounds the syntactic head
is the same as the semantic head, which means that the compound is a
hyponym of the head, as

parliament building,

which is a type of building.

In exocentric compounds the semantic head is not expressed. An example
is

paperback,

which is a book with a paper binding.

Compounds can also be classied on the two scales of opacity and lexicalization.

Opacity is the degree to which a compound can be understood

based on its parts. The meaning of an opaque compound cannot be derived
from its parts, as the German

Schnee+Besen

(snow+broom; egg whisk). It

can be opposed to transparent or compositional compounds, from which the
meaning can be readily derived based on the parts, as the English

airmail.

There is no clear line between transparent and opaque compounds. As noted
by Libben et al. (2003) the head and modiers can have dierent values for
opacity: both parts can be transparent (3a), one part can be opaque and
the other part transparent (3b,3c), or both parts can be opaque (3d). Some
limited opacity is also shown in words like

blueberry,

which does refer to a

blue berry, but to a specic species, not to an arbitrary berry that is blue.

(3)

a. car-wash
b. strawberry
c. jailbird
d. hogwash

Lexicalization is related to inclusion of a word in the general vocabulary, or
in lexicons, which tend to happen either for very common compounds, or
for compounds that have a meaning that is more or less opaque (Dressler,
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2006). Another view on lexicalization is that it happens when the productive process of forming the word is not active anymore, as for the derived
word

warmth,

where the sux

-th

is not active in modern English, but the

meaning still is clear (Bauer, 1983). On the opposite side of the scale of lexicalized compounds is occasional compounds, which can be formed productively (Hedlund, 2002).

Occasional compounds are generally transparent,

whereas lexicalized compounds usually are opaque to some degree.
The semantics of compounds can be quite varying and there have been many
suggestions of classication schemes for compound semantics.

One exam-

ple is Ó Séaghdha (2007) who suggested six categories, exemplied in (4).
The assignment of these categories is not straightforward even for humans;
Ó Séaghdha (2007) reported an inter-annotator agreement of 66%, with a
Kappa score of 0.62. There have also been attempts at automatically learning the semantics of compounds from corpora (Ó Séaghdha and Copestake,
2009).

(4)

a. BE: plastic box (a box made of plastic)
b. HAVE: polio suerer (a suerer who has polio)
c. IN: air disaster (a disaster in the air)
d. ACTOR: taxi driver (a driver who drives a taxi)
e. INST(rument): rice cooker (a cooker that is used for boiling rice)
f. ABOUT: tax law (a law about taxes)

Multi-part compounds are normally analyzed as having a hierarchical structure, which inuences the semantics. For instance a

small appliance industry
small-appliance

can be analyzed as (small (appliance industry)), whereas

industry

can be analyzed as ((small-appliance) industry), giving dierent

semantics, the rst being a small industry producing appliances, whereas
the second is an industry, of any size, producing small appliances.

3.1.1 Compounds in English
Compounds are common and productive in English. They can have many
dierent parts of speech, including nouns, adjectives, verbs and adverbs
(Bauer, 1983), exemplied in (5). Noun compounds are the most common
compound type.
preposition

into

There are even some closed class compounds, like the
or the conjunction

whenever,

but these are not productive.

Most English compounds, like those in (5), are endocentric, and have the
head as the rightmost part.

(5)

a. natural language processing
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b. childproof
c. freeze-dry
d. double-quick

As exemplied in (5), English compounds have dierent orthographic conventions, being either open, closed, or hyphenated.

The choice of ortho-

graphical realization is inconsistent (Bauer, 1983; Quirk et al., 1985). The
pattern can vary even for the same word, which can have several competing
realizations (data

set, data-set, dataset ).

Quirk et al. (1985) described the

general pattern as a progression where newly formed compounds tend to
be open, and the spelling moves towards the closed form as the compound
becomes established and lexicalized. Bauer (1998) disputes this diachronic
view to some extent, claiming that there is no clear correlation between
orthography and compound frequency and age.

airside

and the old compound

college degree

She lists the neologism

as counter-examples. She men-

tions other regularities, such as the tendency of multi-part compounds to
be open. There is also some variation between varieties of English, with hyphenated compound being more common in British than American English,
which prefer open variants (Quirk et al., 1985). Overall, though, closed compounds are mainly lexicalized two-part compounds, while open compounds
is the norm for new compounds.

English is thus not considered to be a

compounding language.

3.1.2 Compounds in German, Swedish, and Danish
Like in English, compounds are both productive and common in German,
Swedish, and Danish, and compounds can have varying parts-of-speech.
They are also most commonly endocentric, with the head as the last word.
Some Swedish examples of compounds are shown in (6). In contrast to English, compounds are generally closed, even though they are sometimes hyphenated, usually when involving a proper name or abbreviation, as in (6e).

(6)

a. myggmedel (mosquito

b.

c.

d.

e.
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repellent)
agent)
arbetsskyddslagstiftning (health and safety legislation )
arbete+skydd+lag+stiftning (work protection law creation)
tättbefolkad (densely populated)
tät+befolkad (dense populated)
hamn- och lotsavgifter (port and pilotage dues)
hamn- och lots+avgifter (port- and pilot fees)
Tobin-skatt (Tobin tax)
Tobin-skatt (Tobin tax)
mygga+medel (mosquito

3.1 Compounding
f. klargöra (clarify)
klar+göra (clear

make)

Compound modiers can have a dierent morphological form than the base
form of the part as a stand-alone word. The head of the compound, on the
other hand, can occur in any paradigmatic form, and does not show any
changes specic to compounds. The special modier forms can dier from
the base form in that letters are added and/or removed from it. This change
has been called compounding form, connecting element (De:

Fugenelement,

Sv:fogeelement ), linking sux, linker, ller, and juncture morpheme. These

-s to skydd in (6b),
-a from mygga in (6a), and combinations, such as the swap of the letters e/s for arbete in (6b). There is also a
null operation, with no change, such as lots in (6d). This type of change in
changes could be additions, such as adding the letter

deletions, such as removing the letter

compound form is rare in English, but relatively common cross-linguistically.
Compound forms can coincide with paradigmatic forms, such as genitive and
plural. An example of a form that coincides with genitive is

skydds in (6b),
Stadien in

and an example of a form coinciding with plural is the German

(7). An alternative analysis would be to analyze these forms as paradigmatic
forms rather than as compound forms. Langer (1998) argues against this,
since for German nouns, plural and singular forms in compound modiers
do not always correspond to plural and singular semantics.

(7)

Stadienexperte (stadium

expert )
expert )

Stadion+Experte (stadium

Some compound parts have dierent forms in dierent compounds, exempli-

Kind

ed in (8) by the German word

(child). Most compound parts tend to

have only one or very few possible compound forms, with the null operations
being the most common.

Which compound form a part should have in a

particular compound is very hard to predict. There are no rules, but many
tendencies, which means that it is hard to formalize them in an automatic
system.

(8)

0

Kindphase

+s

Kindslage

+es

Kindesschutz (child

+er

Kinderlm (children's

(child-caring

Kind+Phase (child
(fetal

Kind+Lage (child

period )

position )
position )

Kind+Schutz (child
Kind+Film (child

phase )

protection )
protection )

lm )
lm )
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+-

Ein-Kind-Politik (one-child
Ein-Kind-Politik (one-child

policy )
policy )

Goldsmith and Reutter (1998) mentioned several factors that inuence the
choice of compound suxes for German: gender, word-length, phonology,
diachrony, and dialectal variety. Kürschner (2003) groups factors that inuence choice of compound form for German and Danish into the main categories: semantics, inection, etymology, derivational patterns and phonology. For Swedish, Thorell (1981) used categories based on declension type.
However, even within these categories there are no strict rules, but mainly
tendencies of patterns based on factors such as phonology, intelligibility,
stylistic level and dialectal inuences. The compound sux also varies with
the number of parts in a compound, for instance, the middle part in a leftbranching ternary compound is more likely to have an

s -addition

than the

same part in a binary compound for Swedish.

3.1.3 Compound processing
Compound treatment has been addressed for translation between German
and English by several authors. The most common architecture for translation from German is to split compounds in a preprocessing step prior
to training and translation, using some automatic method, for instance in
Nieÿen and Ney (2000); Koehn and Knight (2003); Popovi¢ et al. (2006);
Holmqvist et al. (2007); Fritzinger and Fraser (2010); Macherey et al. (2011).
In this strategy an automatic compound splitter is applied to the training
data and to the translation input. In the studies cited above, only one splitting option was given as input to the decoder, which can be problematic
in case the splitting is wrong, or if any of the parts are unknown. In Dyer
(2009) several splitting options were given to the decoder in the form of a
lattice. They could not use lattices during training, and in order to solve
this, they doubled the training corpus keeping one part without splits and
in the other part they used the best splitting option for each word. Experiments showed that this method is successful for translation from German
and Hungarian into English.
For translation into German, Popovi¢ et al. (2006) investigated three methods.

They split compounds during training and after translation merged

compound parts back into full compounds, merged English compounds prior
to training instead of splitting German compounds, and used compound
splitting only to improve word alignment. Overall the split-merge strategy
was the best option, and the merging of English compounds the worst, even
though it was still better than a baseline without compound processing.
Compounds have also been targeted in other types of translation systems,
such as rule-based systems (Rackow et al., 1992; Gawro«ska et al., 1994)
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and example-based translation (Brown, 2002). There are also suggestions
for compound translation in isolation (Tanaka and Baldwin, 2003; Moa,
2005; Garera and Yarowsky, 2008; Bungum and Oepen, 2009).

Compound splitting
Compound splitting is the task of splitting compounds into their component
parts.

It has also been called decompounding.

Alfonseca et al. (2008b)

summarized the main strategy generally used for compound splitting in the
following steps:

1. For each word, split it in every possible way
2. Calculate a score for each possible splitting option using some weighting function
3. Choose the highest scoring splitting option, which could mean choosing
not to split at all, if that has the highest score, or if there are no other
valid splitting options

The rst step is often performed using some kind of word list, and allowing
all splitting options where all of the parts are known words. The word list
could either be a dictionary, or it could be compiled from a corpus, which
tends to give better coverage, especially for specic domains. It is also possible to use special word lists of known compound parts (Sjöbergh and Kann,
2004). In addition to word lists, special attention needs to be given to compound forms, changes to the form of compound parts, and spelling changes.
It is hard to predict where these forms will appear, so a common strategy is
to allow them on all modier parts (Koehn and Knight, 2003). It is possible
to constrain the set of splitting options further by imposing dierent types
of constraints, such as limiting the minimum length of compound parts or
using POS-based constraints (Koehn and Knight, 2003).
There have been many suggestions of how to rank and score the candidate
splitting options. For German, Schiller (2005) used a weighted nite state
transducer to choose the most likely split based on probabilities of parts
being compound modiers, and preferring a small number of splits.

Holz

and Biemann (2008) ltered splitting options based on corpus frequencies
and the length of parts. Larson et al. (2000) used a corpus, to calculate how
many words that share possible prexes and suxes, and split at points
where both the sux and prex are common.

Koehn and Knight (2003)

used the highest geometric mean of corpus frequencies of the parts, and
a method guided by word alignments with English for choosing the best
splitting option.
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For Swedish, Brodda (1979) used a rule-based method, based on the observation that consonant combinations at splitting points, such as the sequence

lkk

in (9), are often not found in non-compounds. Another approach based

on consonant clusters is described in Kokkinakis (2001). Sjöbergh and Kann
(2004) tried a number of features for scoring, including semantic context,
component corpus frequencies, syntactic context, POS-tags, and character

n-grams.

Their most successful system combined character

n-grams

with

POS-tags and a couple of ad hoc rules.

(9)

mjölkko

(dairy cow)
(milk cow)

mjölk+ko

Another strategy is to use supervised machine learning to train a classier based on a corpus annotated with compounds. Alfonseca et al. (2008a)
trained an SVM classier, with features including corpus frequencies, mutual
information, and anchor point statistics from web pages. They showed that
this method work for several languages, and that training data must not
necessarily come from the same language as the test data. Friberg (2007)
used memory-based learning, and features based on character

n-grams.

Dyer

(2010) used conditional random elds to learn lattice segmentations of compounds. Macherey et al. (2011) presented a language independent unsupervised method, which also automatically learns compounding forms.

Compound merging
Compound merging is the task of combining split compound parts into full
compounds. It has to be performed in a postprocessing step if compounds
are split in the training data, when translating into a compounding language. The task has also been called recompounding or compound recombination. Merging of previously split compounds for machine translation is
much less explored than compound splitting, partly since translation into
English is much more common than translation into a language with closed
compounds.
Popovi¢ et al. (2006) merged compound parts in a postprocessing step after
translation into German. The split parts were not normalized, and did not
have any type of markup. They used a method based on word lists. Two lists
were extracted from the original German training corpus, one of compound
parts, and one of full compounds. For every word in the generated output,
they checked if it was a possible compound part, and if it was, it was merged
with the next word if it resulted in a compound. There is no evaluation of
the merging as a separate process, but using it in combination with splitting
resulted in improved translation results.
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3.1 Compounding
are that it cannot merge unseen compounds, and that it does not handle
coordinated compound parts.
Popovi¢ et al. (2006) also tried to merge English compounds prior to training, which they called joining, as an alternative to splitting German compounds. For this they applied two methods:



POS-based joining: English words corresponding to compounds are
usually nouns, therefore each consecutive sequence of English nouns
was merged into one word.



Alignment-based joining: Several English words aligned to one German word were considered possible compound parts, and were merged
into one word.

Both these methods resulted in an improvement over a baseline without
compound processing, but were worse than using splitting and merging of
German compounds.
Fraser (2009) merged split German compounds after translation from English, by applying a second PBSMT system trained on German with split
compounds and normal German. Again, this method cannot merge novel
compounds. The compound merging component was not evaluated in isolation, but in combination with other morphological processing. The combination had a lower Bleu score than his baseline system.

In later work

Fraser and colleagues (Fraser et al., 2012) used sequence labeling, based on
the method presented in Stymne and Cancedda (2011) and in Paper 1 with
positive results.
Koehn et al. (2008) discussed treatment of hyphenated compounds for translation into German by splitting at hyphens and treating the hyphen as a separate token that was merged with the surrounding words after translation.
The impact on translation results was small.
Compound merging has also been performed for speech recognition.

An

example of this is Berton et al. (1996) who extended the word graphs output
by a German speech recognizer with possible compounds, by combining
edges of words during a lexical search. The best option was then identied
from the graph using dynamic programming techniques. Compound merging
for speech recognition is a somewhat dierent problem than for machine
translation, however, since the order of parts is not an issue, as compared
to PBSMT, where there is no guarantee that the order of the parts in the
translation output is correct.
Another somewhat related problem to compound merging, is that of detection of erroneously split compounds in human text, which is faced by
grammar checkers. Writing compounds with spaces between parts, as sepa-
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rate words, is a common writing error in Swedish and German. Carlberger
et al. (2005) described a system for Swedish that used hand-written rules
to identify, among other errors, erroneously split compounds.
used POS-tags and morphological features.

The rules

On a classied gold standard

of writing errors they had a recall of 46% and a precision of 39%, for identifying split compounds, indicating that it is a hard problem to nd split
compounds in free, unmarked text.

3.2 Deniteness
There is no general agreement on a denition of deniteness. Lyons (1999)
discussed how deniteness has been dened based on major components of
meaning: familiarity, identiability, uniqueness, and inclusiveness, exemplied in (1013), with examples adapted from Lyons (1999). He noted that
when a denite is used, it should be clear to the hearer which referent is
referred to, that is, the hearer should be familiar with the referent. This is
exemplied in (10), where we can assume that the hearer is familiar with
the bathroom referred to. This is instead sometimes referred to as identiability, that the use of a denite signals to hearers that they are in a position
to identify the referent, as in (11), where it is signaled to the hearer that he
can identify the whereabouts of the hammer by looking around the room.
Uniqueness is another aspect of deniteness which can apply to singular definites, indicating that they are a unique referent, as in (12), where there is
only one possible bride, who might, however, not be familiar to the hearer.
For plurals and mass nouns it instead signals inclusiveness, that the totality
of the objects or mass in question is referred to, as in (13), where the hearer
can assume that all prizes were given out, not just a subset of them.

(10)

It is in the upstairs bathroom.

(11)

Pass me the hammer, please!

(12)

I was to a wedding where the bride wore blue.

(13)

She gave out the prizes

Lyons (1999) distinguish between what he calls

simple denites,

which are

noun phrases with overtly marked deniteness, for instance by using a denite article, and

complex denites

where deniteness is not marked by a con-

stituent that solely expresses deniteness. Constructions that are generally
considered to be complex denites are for instance noun phrases modied
by other determiners like demonstratives or by genitives, or proper names.
The realization of deniteness marking in simple denites varies between
languages. In fact, in the majority of the world's languages there is no definiteness marking in simple denites (Lyons, 1999). For the large minority
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of languages that mark them there are several dierent options, such as free
standing forms, like denite articles as in English, axes that attach to the
head, sometimes called bound articles, and phrasal clitics, which are not
free-standing words, but can attach to other words than the head noun. It
is also possible to mark deniteness on adjectival modiers, adpositions, or
by using dierent word orders. There are also languages with several possibilities, such as the Scandinavian languages, which have both a free-standing
denite article and a denite noun sux, as well as adjective inection in
denite NPs.
The distribution of the usage of deniteness varies somewhat between languages. Lyons (1999) brings up the examples of generic noun phrases, which
tend to be denite in French but not in English, exemplied in (14) with
an example from Lyons (1999). Another dierence is in reference to body
parts in English and Swedish, where English tend to use genitive, whereas
Swedish tend to use a simple denite (15).

(14)

a. She loves detective novels
b. Elle adore les romans policiers
She loves the novels

(15)

detective

a. He hit his head on the radiator
b. Han slog huvudet
He

hit

i

elementet

head-DEF in radiator-DEF

3.2.1 Deniteness in English and Italian
In simple denites in English and Italian deniteness is expressed by the
use of denite articles. English has one article

the,

which is used both in

singular and plural (16). There are several denite articles in Italian (17)
for dierent gender, number, and onset of the following word:



Singular, masculine: il/lo



Singular, feminine: la



Plural, masculine: i/gli



Plural, feminine: le

Several of the articles can also be reduced to

l'

if followed by an article. In

Italian the denite articles are also merged with certain prepositions, such
as

da + il ⇒ dal

(16)

(from the) or

in + gli ⇒ negli

(in the).

I bought the book and the pens.
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(17)

Vedo l'anatra,

la

capra, i

I see the duck, the goat,

cavalli e

le

mucche

the horses and the cows

3.2.2 Deniteness in the Scandinavian languages
Deniteness in the Scandinavian languages can be expressed in two ways:
by a preposed denite article, and by a denite sux of the head noun,
1

exemplied in (18) for Danish.

In Danish only one type of denite marking

can be used at the same time depending on the context, whereas both types
can be used at the same time in the other Scandinavian languages, except
Icelandic, giving rise to a phenomenon called double deniteness, or double
determination, as in (19) for Swedish. In Icelandic only the denite sux is
normally used in spoken language, and the prexed article mainly in written
and formal language. In the following I will focus on Danish, Swedish, and
Norwegian (Bokmål), which are languages treated in the thesis.

(18)

Den sjove

version af rejsen

The amusing version of trip-DEF
(19)

det enorma

tempot

och de

enorma

dimensionerna

The enormous tempo-DEF and the enormous dimensions-DEF

The usage of the two types of denite markers varies between noun phrases
that are bare, i.e. have no modiers, and noun phrases with pre-modiers,
for instance adjectives or numerals. In bare NPs, the denite sux is used
in all three languages (20). In pre-modied modied NPs only the denite
article is used in Danish, whereas both types of marking are used in Swedish
and Norwegian (21). In all languages there is also adjective inection that is
related to deniteness, traditionally referred to as weak and strong endings,
as illustrated by the dierence in the adjective form in a Swedish indenite
and denite NP (22).

(20)

da

bogen
book-DEF

sv

boken
book-DEF

nb

boken
book-DEF

(21)

da

den sjove

bog

the funny book

1 There is no agreement on the status of the latter type of marking, it has been called

both a sux (Hankamer and Mikkelsen, 2002) and a suxed article (Dahl, 2003).
This distinction is not important to the presentation in this thesis, and I will use the
term sux.
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sv

den roliga boken
the funny book-DEF

nb

den morsomme boken
the funny

(22)

book-DEF

a. ett högt
a

berg

high-STRONG mountain

b. det höga

berget

the high-WEAK mountain-DEF

There are also a few cases where the deniteness marking can vary, for
instance in relative clauses, where both types of deniteness marking can
be used in all three languages, exemplied for Swedish in (23).

The rst

option, with the article, corresponds to a restrictive interpretation, whereas
the second generally would be interpreted as non-restrictive (Hankamer and
Mikkelsen, 2002). In Danish, the denite sux can only be used in NPs that
are not pre-modied. In Swedish and Norwegian, however, the denite sux
can also be used in some types of complex denites, exemplied in (24) with
2

demonstratives

and genitives. Dahl (2003) identies three types of words,

some relative pronouns like

samma

(same) or

höger/högra

(right), ordinal

numerals and superlatives, which are related to a varying use of deniteness
marking, with several possible allowed forms.

(23)

a. Den sektor som vi talade om

är skiftande

The sector that we talked about is varying
b. Sektorn

som

vi talade om

är skiftande

Sector-DEF, which we talked about, is varying
(24)

sv

Den här boken
This

nb

Han var faren
He

är bra

book-DEF is good
min

was father-DEF mine

He was my father

The form of the denite article vary with gender and number, in all three
languages:



Singular, common: den



Singular, neuter: det

2 There is also a set of Swedish demonstrative that coincides with the denite articles

den/det/de, which is normally marked by intonation. A noun phrase like den björnen
is thus grammatical in the interpretation that bear but not in the interpretation the
bear.
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Plural: de

The form of the denite sux also varies with noun declension and there is
some variation, with Swedish examples shown in (25).

(25)

n

a. bulle ,

et

en

och päron

tomat

bun-DEF, tomato-DEF and pear-DEF

na,

b. bullar

na

tomater

en

och päron

buns-DEF, tomatoes-DEF and pears-DEF

The patterns described here are general patterns which are used in written language. There are, however, as Dahl (2003) points out considerable
dialectal variants in the usage of deniteness. He identies a dialect continuum across mainland Scandinavia, where the usage of the denite article is
dominant in the south-west, and the use of the denite sux is dominant
in the north-east.

3.2.3 Deniteness processing
There has hardly been any work that has focused on deniteness for SMT.
The only work I am aware of is an unpublished report (Samuelsson, 2006),
where translation between German and Swedish is investigated.

In this

work denite articles on the German side were joined with the next word if
it started with an uppercase letter. Only unmodied NPs were considered,
and the transformations were performed based on surface form; there was
no tagging or other analysis. There was no eect of this preprocessing for
translation into Swedish. For translation into German, however, there was
an improvement on Bleu.
Deniteness is not strictly a morphological issue, even though it can be argued that the Scandinavian denite sux is a morphological sux. Even
so, the work on morphological processing described in Section 2.2, is somewhat related, especially the work for Arabic, where deniteness is marked
by the prex

Al-

that could be attached to both nouns and other words.

For instance, Lee (2004) described a technique where morphs on the Arabic
source side were split, and superuous

Al-

articles were removed based on

a set of rules. In translation to Arabic, the denite prexes have been split
into separate words in the training data, and recombined in a postprocessing
step (e.g., Badr et al., 2008).
There has been some work on deniteness and articles in connection with
rule-based translation. Meya (1990) discussed interlingual representations
for denite NPs and Gawro«ska-Werngren (1990) and Knight and Chander
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(1994) discussed the insertion of articles for translation from Russian and
Japanese to English.

3.3 Word order
There is a large variety in the word order of dierent languages.

There

are, however, also many features that are shared between many languages.
Word order typology is a research area that focuses on nding dierences
and commonalities between the word order of dierent languages.
Comrie (1981) brought up a number of parameters that are often used to
classify languages for word order, such as constituent order in clauses, the
order of adjectives and genitives in noun phrases, and whether a language
has prepositions or postpositions. Basic constituent order is a classication
of the order of the subject, verb and object. Examples of the three most
common constituent orders are shown in (26), with examples from Comrie
(1981).

(26)

SVO (English) The farmer killed the duckling
SOV (Turkish) Hasan öküz-ü

ald

Hasan ox-ACCUSATIVE bought
Hasan bought the ox
VSO (Welsh) Lladdodd y
killed

ddraig y

dyn

the dragon the man

The dragon killed the man

The order within constituents also varies. In noun phrases, adjectives can
either precede the noun as in English (27) or be placed after the noun, as
in Italian (28). Genitives can also be placed either in front of the noun, as
in Swedish (29), or after the noun, as in French (30).

(27)
(28)

An interesting book
una lingua
a

dicile

language dicult

a dicult language
(29)

bordets

ben

table-DEF's leg
the leg of the table
(30)

la

patte du chien

the paw

of the

dog

the paw of the dog
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For many languages there are several options for a parameter, and it is hard
to classify them into one group, even though there is often a tendency of
which order that is the most common. One example is for the order of nouns
and genitives in English, where both orders are possible, depending on the
type of possessor (31).

(31)

a. the child's eye
b. the start of the year

3.3.1 Word order in English and German
English and German are two languages that are relatively closely related.
Even so, there are several word order dierences between these languages.
Maybe the most notable is the dierence in the placement of verbs. English
is a clear SVO language, with the basic word order subject, verb, object.
For German though, the word order is dierent depending on the clause
type (Comrie, 1981).

In main clauses, the standard word order is SVO

(32a), like in English. If an auxiliary or modal verb is used (32b), the verbs
are split, with the auxiliary or modal before the object, and the main verb
after the object, leaving the word order classication unclear. In subordinate
clauses, the order is SOV (32c), with the verb placed after the object. There
are further complications to this scheme though. German is a verb second
language, which means that the verb is always placed in the second position
in main clauses. This means that in main clauses that have, for instance,
an initial adverb, the constituent order becomes VSO (32d).

Thus, there

are often word order dierences between English and German due to the
placement of verbs; the dierence in placement can be large, exemplied in
(33), where both the verb

verlieren

(lose) and other constituents are placed

in quite dierent positions.

(32)

a. Das Kind ist froh.
The child is

happy.

The child is happy.
b. Er hat Geige gespielt.
He has violin played.
He has played the violin.
c. Ich denke, daÿ es ein Anfang
I

think, that it a

I think, that it is a beginning.
d. Jetzt kaufe ich ein Buch.
Now buy

I

a

I buy a book now.
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(33)

Wir sollten Präsident Pervez Musharrafs

Anteil an diesen

We should President Pervez Musharraf 's part
Geschehnissen nicht aus
events

not

We should not

den Augen

out of the eyes

lose

in these

verlieren.
lose.

sight of President Pervez Musharraf 's partial

responsibility for this turn of events.

German, as a morphologically rich language, has a freer word order than
English. One consequence of this is that it is possible, and quite common, to
front most constituents in German in order to emphasize them, which is not
always possible in English. For example, it is possible to front objects and
prepositional modiers in German (34), which is quite marginal in English,
where often intonation would be used to emphasize the bold parts in (34),
which corresponds to the fronted German parts.

(34)

a. Seinen Wohnwagen kann man mit
His

caravan

You can take
b. Mit

can

one

der Fähre mitnehmen.

with the ferry

take

your caravan on the ferry

der Fähre kann man seinen Wohnwagen mitnehmen.

With the ferry

can

one

his

You can take your caravan

caravan

take

on the ferry

In both languages the placement of adverbs is relatively free with several
allowed possibilities, as exemplied in (35). Note that an initial adverb in
German, also aects the order of the subject and verb.

This variation in

itself often leads to shifting positions for adverbs in parallel sentences, as in
(36).

(35)

en
de

(quietly) the teacher (quietly) addressed her class (quietly)
i. oft

gehe ich schwimmen

often go

I

swim

often I go swimming
ii. ich gehe (oft)
I

go

schwimmen (oft)

(often) swim

(often)

I often go swimming

(36)

a.

Gestern

war dies erneut der Fall . . .

Yesterday was this again

the case . . .

The same thing happened again
b. Als

ich

When I

gestern

yesterday

...

im Parlament ankam . . .

yesterday in Parliament arrived

Yesterday

when I arrived in Parliament . . .
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There are also similarities between these two languages.

The word order

within noun phrases is essentially the same, with adjectives preceding the
noun, and relative clauses and prepositional modiers being placed after the
noun. In both languages genitives can be placed both before and after the
noun, with placement before the noun being the standard for proper names,
and placement after the noun being the standard for inanimate nouns. For
nouns referring to humans the placement of genitives is dierent between the
languages, though, with placement before the noun as default for English
and placement after the noun as default for German (37).

(37)

Johns Sohn, das Buch des
John's son,

Kindes und das Bein des

the book of-the child

and the leg

Tisches

of-the table

John's son, the child's book, and the leg of the table

Several studies have brought up dierences between English and German
word order that aects SMT. Nieÿen and Ney (2004) addressed the word
order in questions and the order of separable German verb prexes. Collins
et al. (2005) addressed the order of verbs and subjects, the order of particles,
and the negation

nicht.

3.3.2 Word order in Haitian Creole and English
The word order in Haitian Creole has many similarities to English (Valdmann, 1970). Both languages are SVO languages, with the basic word order
subject, verb, object, as illustrated in (3839). In copulative sentences, the
copula is sometimes not explicitly used in Haitian Creole, however (40).

(38)

Li pale

franse

He speaks French
He speaks French
(39)

Mwen se
I

yon etidyan

am a

student

I am a student
(40)

Li gran
He big
He is big

(41)

festival Baalbek la
festival Baalbek the
the Baalbek festival

(42)

nan pwen sila
at

point this

at this point
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(43)

ekipye

mwen yo

teammates my

PL

my teammates

The main dierence between the two languages is the order of elements in
noun phrases. In Haitian Creole, the indenite article is placed before the
noun as in English (39), but denite and demonstrative articles are placed
after the noun, and the order of other modiers are also often reversed (41
42). Also with possessive pronouns, the order is generally reversed in the
two languages (43).

3.3.3 Reordering
There has been extensive research on how to handle word order dierences
between languages for SMT. One type of approach is by using stronger translation models than PBSMT, such as dierent types of tree-based models, see
Section 2.1.4, or to use reordering models for PBSMT, as suggested by Tillman (2004). In this section I am concerned with harmonization approaches
where one side of the corpus, typically the source side, is transformed to
look like the other with respect to word order, sometimes called preordering
or pre-translation reordering.
In one type of approach the source side is parsed, and transformation rules
are applied to the parse tree. The rules can be either hand-written, which has
been explored for GermanEnglish (Collins et al., 2005), JapaneseEnglish
(Komachi et al., 2006), ChineseEnglish (Wang et al., 2007), and for several
language pairs (Xu et al., 2009). The types of rules created are based on
linguistic knowledge of the language pairs, for instance changing the order
of some subjects and verbs for translation from German to English.

An-

other option is to learn reordering rules from an aligned corpus (Xia and
McCord, 2004; Crego and Mariño, 2007; Habash, 2007; Genzel, 2010). In
these papers customized rule extraction strategies were used, but there has
also been work using standard machine learning techniques, such as a Maximum Entropy model (Li et al., 2007) or rule-induction learning (Elming,
2008b). These approaches are language independent, and are often eective
for several languages, even though results are sometimes only presented for
one language pair. Dierent types of tree structures have been used, such
as constituency grammar (Collins et al., 2005), dependency grammar (Xu
et al., 2009), and predicate-argument structure (Komachi et al., 2006).
Reordering rules can also be based on POS-tags or chunks. There are handwritten rules based on POS-tags (Popovi¢ and Ney, 2006) and automatically
learnt rules based on POS-tags (Crego and Mariño, 2006; Rottmann and Vogel, 2007; Niehues and Kolss, 2009) or chunks (Zhang et al., 2007b; Crego
and Habash, 2008). Costa-jussà and Fonollosa (2006) described a strategy
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with two-phase decoding, where the rst phase, statistical machine reordering, used SMT methods to change the source word order based on clustered
word classes, before a standard decoding step from reordered source language to target. They also showed that clustered word classes worked better
than a morphological tagset (Costa-jussà and Fonollosa, 2007). Sometimes
several levels of information are mixed, such as POS-tags and chunks (Crego
and Habash, 2008), surface form, POS-tags, and phrase structure (Elming,
2008b) or surface form and POS-tags (Rottmann and Vogel, 2007) or parse
trees (Xia and McCord, 2004).
Reorderings can be presented to the decoder in dierent ways such as deterministically choosing the 1-best reordering (e.g., Xia and McCord, 2004) or
presenting many possible reorderings to the decoder either as an

n-best

list

(e.g., Li et al., 2007) or as a lattice (e.g., Zhang et al., 2007b). Rules have
to be scored in some way to choose the 1-best or
times to weigh lattice edges or to prune lattices.

n-best

option, and some-

Rules have been scored

by the relative frequency of rules and the rule length (Rottmann and Vogel,
2007), conditional probability (Habash, 2007), and maximum likelihood estimation based on the performance on training data (Rottmann and Vogel,
2007). Another possibility is to apply rules in a predened order (Collins
et al., 2005), or to choose which rule to apply based on heuristics such as rule
length and level of lexicalization (Xia and McCord, 2004).

Genzel (2010)

created an ordered rule set by iteratively selecting one new rule based on
its performance on the training data It is also quite common to use heuristics for pruning rules, such as requiring a rule to occur a minimum number
of times in the training data (Niehues and Kolss, 2009). Reordering rules
can also be integrated into the decoder (Tillmann, 2008) or scored by the
decoder (Elming, 2008b).
Another dierence between approaches is to which data the reorderings
should be applied. They can either be applied only to the translation input (e.g., Elming, 2008b), or also to the SMT training data (e.g., Popovi¢
and Ney, 2006).

Rottmann and Vogel (2007) found that it was better to

reorder the training data based on the learnt reordering rules, than to use
the original order or alignment-based reordering, a reordering created by
moving words based on the word alignments, for the training data. Zhang
et al. (2007b) had a small improvement by using a combination of alignmentbased reordering and original order in the training data, compared to using
only the original order. Another option for using reordering in the training
data was presented by Niehues et al. (2009), who directly extracted phrase
pairs from reordering lattices, and showed a small gain over non-reordered
training data.
Most preordering strategies have been investigated for phrase-based or

n-

gram-based SMT. There are a few studies that has shown that it is useful
even for more complex SMT strategies. Xu et al. (2009) found that their
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preordering strategy worked both for phrase-based and hierarchical SMT
and Wang et al. (2010) showed that a syntactic SMT system can gain from
preprocessing such as parse-tree modication.
In all the above studies the reordering was performed on the source side.
However, Na et al. (2009) presented a study where they reordered the target
side. The target side of the training data was reordered based on alignments,
and based on this the SMT system and a non-projective dependency parser
were trained. In a postprocessing step to monotone decoding, they parsed
the translation output, and adjusted it based on a local tree order model.
A dierent way to use reordering is to use it only to improve the word alignment, and move the words back into original order after the alignment phase.
This approach was used by Holmqvist et al. (2009) with alignment-based reorderings and by Carpuat et al. (2010) addressing the order of subjects and
verbs in Arabic.

3.4 Unknown words
Unknown words or out-of-vocabulary words (OOVs), are words that are
unknown to a natural language processing system. In the context of SMT,
they are words that occur in the texts to be translated, but do not occur in
the training data of the SMT system, which is of a limited size.
In general, words have very unequal frequencies, with few words having a
very high frequency and many words having a very low frequency. Manning
and Schütze (1999) notes that in a corpus made up of a novel, the 100 most
common word types, that is, unique words, account for over half of the tokens, that is, individual instances of a word, whereas nearly half of the word
types occur only once. This type of distribution is typical for text corpora.
Zipf 's law says that the frequency of a word is inversely proportional to
its rank, the position in a list of words ordered by frequency.

Zipf 's law

is generally not regarded as a law, but rather as a characterization of word
distribution, and certain other empirical facts (Manning and Schütze, 1999).
The long tail of uncommon words means that even if a very large corpus is
used to train an NLP system, there will still be words that are unknown to
the system, when translating unseen texts.
There are several aspects of a language or a text that can contribute to a
high number of OOVs. One such aspect is the morphological complexity of a
language. If a language has many morphological axes, the number of word
types will increase.

English is not morphologically complex, for instance

there are only two morphological forms of nouns, singular and plural. More
morphologically complex languages also encode other distinctions on words,
such as number, gender, case, and deniteness for nouns. In Swedish, for
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instance, there are eight forms of nouns, accounting for number, case, and
deniteness, with two values for each. This is by no means extreme; there are
for instance languages with a high number of cases, like Finnish, with 1415
cases. In a morphologically complex language there are thus more possible
forms for each word stem, making it more likely that some of these forms
will appear as unknown words. As shown in Paper 1 (Tables 56), German
and Swedish have nearly three times more word types than English for a
given corpus. It has also been shown that the morphological complexity of
a language inuences the quality of PBSMT negatively (Birch et al., 2008).

3.4.1 Non-standard orthography
Another issue that can aect the occurrence of OOV is the use of nonstandard orthography in a corpus.

If there for some reason is variation

between the spellings of the same word, it can contribute to a high OOVrate.

In this section I will briey discuss two issues, the orthography of

Haitian Creole, which is less standardized than European languages, and
SMS language for which there are dierent writing norms than for other
texts.

Haitian Creole orthography
Haitian Creole is a relatively young language.

It is a creole language, a

language that developed as a result of the need for communication between
groups of people speaking dierent languages, often caused by European
colonization. It started to develop in the 17th and 18th centuries, and its
basic grammatical structure is generally considered to have West-African
roots, whereas most of the vocabulary is based on French (Schiein and
Doucet, 1992). While there are a few written texts from as far back as the
17th century, the rst standardized orthography did not appear until 1924,
and an ocial orthography was only adopted in 1980, after Haitian Creole
was introduced in schools in 1979. French was the only language used for
education, and in government, up until then, and Haiti did not ocially
become FrenchHaitian Creole bilingual until 1987 (Schiein and Doucet,
1992). Since 1924 up until 1980 there were 11 dierent major spelling systems suggested.
There is some dialectal variation in Haiti, but the main dividing line between language variants is between sociolects. There is a clear dividing line
between the language spoken by the elite, a bilingual minority constituting some 7% of the population, and the monolingual masses (Schiein and
Doucet, 1992). This variation is reected in the spelling, and in the struggle
to nd a unied orthography.
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Schiein and Doucet (1992) identied two
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extreme standpoints when creating orthographies:

a phonemic approach,

which advocates a simple mapping between sounds and letters, with the
goal of ease of learning, and an etymological approach, which takes the
French origin into account, and which minimizes the dierences in spelling
between the two ocial languages.
This variation in writing systems and sociolects leads to quite a big variation in actual spelling. Allen (1998) dened Haitian Creole as a

language

vernacular

that is in the process of normalization and standardization.

He

noted that there is a lot of variation in the spelling, especially of common
words, sometimes even in the same text.

He identied three factors that

cause most of this variation: alternations in vowel height, e.g.,
nations between

r

w,

and

e

or

è,

alter-

and alternations between oral and nasal vowels.

week in
semèn, semenn, senmenn, which dier in vowel
and variations such as presyon, pwesyon for the

For instance he found 16 dierent spellings of the word meaning
dierent corpora, including
height and nasalization,
word meaning

pressure.

He also identied words where dierences in these

aspects result in dierent words rather than spelling variants, such as
(arm) and

bwa

bra

(tree).

Another irregularity in Haitian Creole is that there are two registers for
pronouns: the high register that uses full forms, and the low register that
uses contracted forms.

As an example, the rst person singular pronoun

(I/me/mine ) is written as

mwen in its full form, but in its contracted form as
m', 'm, m, depending on its context (Lewis, 2010). It is also common
to use contracted forms for other combinations of words, such as poum for
pou mwen (for me) (Lewis, 2010) or lavel for lave li (to wash [it]) (Munro,
any of

2011).

Schiein and Doucet (1992) noted that the usage of hyphens and

apostrophes is optional in the standard orthography, and thus very unstable.
As noted by several researchers, the large orthographic variation in Haitian
Creole is challenging when building NLP systems (e.g., Allen, 1998).

SMS language
SMS is an acronym for

Short Message Service, and is used for sending short

text messages between mobile phones. Using Latin scripts, each text message is limited to 160 characters unless sending messages in multiple parts.
On traditional mobile phones, SMSs are typed using a limited number of
keys, with 3-4 letters on each key, making it necessary for users either to
press keys numerous times, or to use predicative software like T9, which
guess which word is intended. On modern smart phones small keyboards, either hardware of software keyboards, can normally be used for typing SMSs.
Several factors, including the limit of SMS length, the cost of SMSs, and
the arduous text input methods, contribute to the fact that people tend to
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express themselves more concisely in SMSs than in other types of written
texts. Hård af Segerstad (2002) mentioned several types of techniques that
are used to reduce the lengths of text messages, including syntactic reductions, like deletions of function words or subjects, lexical short forms, like
abbreviations and acronyms, omissions of punctuation and spaces, and symbols replacing words. She also identied instances of spelling that resembled
spoken rather than written forms, and found that it was common to use either only lower-cased or only upper-cased letters in messages, rather than
standard casing.

Similar phenomena are reported in many other studies.

Pennell and Liu (2011) exemplied SMS text, as in (44), where several of
the above techniques are used, and also the removal of vowels and the use
of numbers in words.

(44)

a. Rndm fct bout wife: n the past 10 yrs I can cnt on one hand the
num Xs she's 4gotn to unlock my car door
b. OMG I LOVE YOU GUYS. You pwn :) !!!

There has been much work on normalizing non-standard words in NLP, both
in general (e.g., Sproat et al., 2001) and of SMS messages (e.g., Pennell and
Liu, 2011).

SMS normalization has been attempted using PBSMT both

on the word-level (Aw et al., 2006) and character-level (Pennell and Liu,
2011), as well as several other techniques, including hidden Markov models
(Choudhury et al., 2007), speech-recognition-based techniques (Kobus et al.,
2008), and a combination of lexical and phonological edit distance (Han and
Baldwin, 2011). Han and Baldwin (2011) also trained a classier for deciding
which words are ill-formed and in need of normalization.

3.4.2 Online OOV-handling
There are two major ways to tackle the issue of OOVs for SMT systems.
One way is to explicitly address the OOVs found in the translation input and
add translations for it in some way, which is called online OOV-handling by
Habash (2008). Another way is by increasing the coverage of a system by
using techniques for reducing sparsity in general. In this section the main
focus is on online OOV-handling.
Processing of OOVs in the input texts can take dierent forms.

One ap-

proach is to replace unknown words in the translation input with known
equivalents.

The replacement can be either a 1-best replacement (Arora

et al., 2008), an input lattice (DeNeefe et al., 2008) that allows several options, or several dierent 1-best replacements can be used as input to the
decoder in separate runs (Mirkin et al., 2009).

Another possibility is to

identify translations of OOVs and add them to the phrase-table (Langlais
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and Patry, 2007; Habash, 2008). Entries can be either modications of existing entries, by replacing a known alternative in a phrase with an OOV,
or completely new entries, for instance containing transliterations of OOVs
(Habash, 2008). There has also been work on replacing unknown words in
the translation output in a postprocessing step (Eck et al., 2008; Paul et al.,
2009). Arora et al. (2008) also recognized that using standard PBSMT techniques, it is possible to have words in the phrase-table without entries as
single words, due to either missing or inconsistent alignments, and suggested
a technique for extending the phrase-table with such entries.
Many dierent types of techniques have been suggested for nding alternatives to OOVs that are in-vocabulary (INV). Alternatives can be found based
on morphological likeness (Yang and Kirchho, 2006; Habash, 2008), similar
spelling (Habash, 2008; DeNeefe et al., 2008), transliteration (Habash, 2008;
Hermjakob et al., 2008; Paul et al., 2009), dictionary lookups (Habash, 2008;
Eck et al., 2008), analogical learning (Denoual, 2007; Langlais and Patry,
2007), character-based translation (Vilar et al., 2007; Zhang and Sumita,
2008), word splitting (Yang and Kirchho, 2006; DeNeefe et al., 2008),
paraphrasing (Callison-Burch et al., 2006a), and WordNet synonyms and
hypernyms (Mirkin et al., 2009). These methods have some overlap, for instance, character-based SMT can be viewed as a type of transliteration, and
analogical learning addresses morphology to some extent.

Habash (2008)

noted that there are dierent types of OOVs, and that dierent methods
are best suited to handle them. He showed that a combination of dierent
methods was better than any one of the individual methods.
There have been some dierent options suggested for nding morphological alternatives to OOVs.

Yang and Kirchho (2006) recursively applied

stemming and compound splitting to unknown German words. Habash and
Metsky (2008) learnt which prexes and suxes in Urdu that expressed
information irrelevant for English, such as case for nouns, based on words
with the same translation in the phrase-table. They then applied changes
for these axes for OOV words. Habash (2008) used a similar technique for
Arabic. Arora et al. (2008) stemmed content word OOVs, and then generated all possible forms based on morphological rules for nouns, adjectives,
or verbs. As a backup model they matched stemmed forms to stems from
the training corpus.
The identication of spelling alternatives to OOVs is usually based on edit
distance operations at character level.

Edits can be insertions, deletions,

substitutions, and sometimes inversions of characters. Habash (2008) used
this strategy for ArabicEnglish translation, allowing maximum one edit
operation per word. He also limited the character substitutions that were
allowed. He recycled entries in the phrase-table by adding new entries where
INV words were replaced by OOVs.

The original weights of the phrase-

table entries were kept, and no scoring of the edit distance operations was
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performed. DeNeefe et al. (2008) created lattices with spelling alternatives
for both OOVs and singelton words. Besides the standard edit operations
they allowed insertions and deletions of spaces in addition to other letters,
and removal of characters not in Arabic orthography. The number of edit
operations was limited to one per word, and there was no scoring of edits or
weighing of lattice arcs. Bertoldi et al. (2010) also addressed translation of
misspelled words, but only experimented on articially corrupted text. They
did not target OOVs explicitly, but directly applied a correction model to a
full sentence to create a confusion network, allowing any word to be changed.
Substitutions were based on character-level edit distance operations, and
scored by the distance between characters on a keyboard and a character

n-gram

model. In most studies only single unweighted edit operations are

used. Even though it has been claimed that most spelling errors are due to
a single operation (Damerau, 1964), it has been shown that spell checking
can be improved by allowing several edit operations (Brill and Moore, 2000),
and also by weighting edit operations individually (Church and Gale, 1991).
Hewavitharana et al. (2011) tried to use spelling normalization on the full
training corpus for Haitian Creole, in order to generally reduce OOV rates.
They allowed one edit operation per word, if the resulting word was found
in a French dictionary, since French is historically related to Haitian Creole,
and there are much more French data available. They applied this strategy
either to all words in the training corpus, or to rare words, but did not beat
the baseline without any spelling normalization.
Some attempts have been made to weigh the alternatives found for OOVs.
Mirkin et al. (2009) investigated both source side and target side features.
On the source side they used the frequency of the alternative words, as
did Arora et al. (2008), and they also used several methods for evaluating
how well the alternative tted into the context: source side language model
probabilities, latent semantic analysis, and naïve Bayes. They found that
context sensitive source side features could be used to lter the number of
alternatives without harming the result.
The methods for morphology and compound segmentation described in Sections 2.2.1 and 3.1.3 are also useful for reducing the number of OOVs in the
input, since they reduce data sparsity. For instance, Stymne (2008) showed
that compound splitting of the German source led to a 50% reduction of
OOVs for translation from German and Popovi¢ and Ney (2004) reported
reduced OOV-rates of dierent sizes when using morphological processing
of Spanish, Catalan, and Serbian. Factored SMT with generation models,
such as that used in Ramanathan et al. (2009), can also reduce the number
of OOVs since it can generate unknown word forms. For related languages
it is possible to reduce OOV rates by the use of character-based decoding
(e.g., Tiedemann, 2012).
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In this chapter I rst give a general overview of the research approach, and
of the main work in the thesis. I then describe the tools and resources used
in the experiments. This is followed by individual summaries of the seven
papers included in the thesis.

4.1 Research approach
The goal of this thesis is to improve PBSMT by using text harmonization
strategies, with a focus on compounding, deniteness, reordering, and OOVs.
The research is experimental, and for each area I have implemented systems
that carry out some type of text harmonization, and evaluated its eect for
translation between dierent languages.
Text harmonization is achieved by a preprocessing step where the training
data and/or the translation input are transformed in one or more ways. I
have either used heuristics or machine learning techniques for the transformations. In most of the studies the transformation rules are based on shallow
linguistic knowledge, mainly POS-tags, but for the studies on reordering I
also used parser-based tags.
I have chosen to mainly use shallow linguistics, such as POS-tags since there
are POS-taggers available for many languages, and they are generally fast
and have a high precision.

For some languages, however, such resources

are not available, and alternatives are needed, and I discuss clustered word
classes as an alternative for handling reordering issues.

In a number of

studies I make use of factored translation models (Koehn and Hoang, 2007),
which allow linguistic information such as parts of speech to be used in the
translation process.
In most of the studies I focus on translation from English into a subset of
the other Germanic languages. I think that these languages are a relevant
sample of languages.

They are both more morphologically complex than

English to a varying degree, and the word order dier to some extent, with
mostly local dierences between English and Scandinavian, and also long
distance dierences with German, especially for verbs.

I also investigate

translation from Haitian Creole into English, using an SMS corpus, which
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Figure 4.1: Overview of the PBSMT architecture.

The areas that I have

focused on are marked by circles: (1) preprocessing, (2) postprocessing, and (3) POS-based sequence models.

is an interesting case since it contains non-standardized language in need of
harmonization. Haitian Creole is also interesting since it is a less-resourced
language, for which there are few, if any, tools and resources such as taggers,
parsers, and treebanks.
Figure 4.1 shows an overview of training and decoding with the PBSMT
approach, with circles marking the main components I used in my work:

1. Preprocessing
a) source side of training data
b) target side of training data
c) translation input
2. Postprocessing
3. POS-based sequence models

Preprocessing of training and/or test data is the most straightforward way
to achieve text harmonization, since one text can easily be transformed to
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Table 4.1: Techniques

used

in

Paper

17.

The

focus

of

the

papers

are Comp(ounding) in Paper 1, Def(initeness) in Papers 23,
Reo(rdering) in Papers 45, and OOV-handling in Papers 67.
A capital X indicates that the technique is an important topic of
the paper, and a lower-case x that it is used but not as a main
topic of the paper.
Comp
1
Preprocessing, source
Preprocessing, target

Def

Preprocessing, input

4

5

6

7

X

X

X

X

x

x

X

X

X

X

x
X

X

POS sequence models

X

OOV

3

X

Postprocessing

Reo

2

X
x

x
x

become similar to another in some respect in this step. When preprocessing
is performed on the target side, it becomes necessary to perform a postprocessing step in order to change the processed SMT output. Postprocessing
can also be used for text harmonization on its own, for instance by changing
the number formatting of the output. POS-based sequence models can be
used with a factored decoder, see Section 2.1.3. They are not central to text
harmonization, but they can be used in addition to the other techniques.
Table 4.1 shows which techniques are used in the seven papers. The main
technique I used is preprocessing, of dierent kinds. In all papers except Paper 1 the source side of the training data and translation input are modied.
In Papers 25 these modications match between training and test, but in
Papers 67, the input modications are mostly for OOVs, which are not
addressed in the training data. In Paper 1, which addresses compounding
on the target side, the target side is preprocessed, making a postprocessing
step necessary. This combination of modications is also investigated to a
limited extent for deniteness in Paper 3, but without success. The main
use of POS-based sequence models is in Paper 1, where it is used to improve
the order of compound parts.

4.2 Tools and corpora
A number of external tools and resources were used in this work.

The

training and running of the MT system used the Moses toolkit (Koehn
et al., 2007) and Matrax (Simard et al., 2005).

For language modeling I

used the SRILM toolkit (Stolcke, 2002) and KenLM (Heaeld, 2011). Word
alignments were created using GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003).

As part
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of the preprocessing I used the POS-taggers TreeTagger (Schmid, 1994),
RFTagger (Schmid and Laws, 2008) Granska tagger (Carlberger and Kann,
1999), and a hidden Markov model tagger (Cutting et al., 1992). I also used
a commercial dependency parser (Tapanainen and Järvinen, 1997).
Moses (Koehn et al., 2007) is an open source toolkit for phrase-based SMT
that contains a decoder.

In addition, Moses contains scripts for creating

translation and lexicalized reordering models, and for tuning feature weights.
Moses allows factored translation (see Section 2.1.3).

It has support for

using factors in the translation and distortion models, in additional language
models, and in generation steps on the target side. Matrax (Simard et al.,
2005) is a phrase-based decoder, which allows discontiguous phrases. Matrax
did not allow factored decoding, but I extended it with the possibility to use
target side factors. Matrax has an internal language model implementation.
SRILM (Stolcke, 2002) is a toolkit for building and applying language models. The toolkit implements several smoothing methods, including the two
methods used in the experiments: modied Kneser-Ney (Chen and Goodman, 1999) and Witten-Bell (Method

C

in Witten and Bell, 1991). KenLM

(Heaeld, 2011) is an ecient language model inference library that is included in Moses.
GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003) is a word-alignment tool that implements
IBM model 14 (Brown et al., 1993), an HMM-based model that can replace
IBM model 2 (Vogel et al., 1996) and parameter smoothing.
unidirectional one-to-many alignments between two languages.

It produces
In the ex-

periments, GIZA++ runs 5 iterations each of model 1 and the HMM model,
and 3 iterations each of model 3 and 4. All word alignment is performed on
surface forms.
To be able to use POS-tags as a factor and for preprocessing, the training
texts have to be tagged. I used TreeTagger (Schmid, 1994) for German and
English, RFTagger (Schmid and Laws, 2008) for German, Granska tagger
(Carlberger and Kann, 1999) for Swedish, and a tagger based on Cutting
et al. (1992) for Danish, Norwegian, and Swedish.

All taggers are based

on Hidden Markov models, which TreeTagger and RFTagger use in combination with decision trees.

The Granska tagger and RFTagger produce

morphological analyses, with information such as gender and number for
nouns and tense for verbs.

The Granska tagger was developed for gram-

mar checking, and makes a few tokenization choices that are not suitable
for translation, so the output from it is postprocessed in order to handle
time expressions and coordinated compounds.

In the reordering experi-

ments I used a commercial dependency parser (Tapanainen and Järvinen,
1

1997).

1 Connexor Machinese Syntax, http://www.connexor.com/nlplib/
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Table 4.2: Corpora, decoder, and language pairs in the papers in the thesis.
News is news corpora from WMT workshops, Auto is the automotive corpus, SMS the HtEn SMS corpus, and Misc variable
other corpora for HtEn.

Paper Focus Language pairs
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Comp
Def
Def
Reo
Reo
OOV
OOV

en⇒{de,sv,da}
en⇒da
en⇒{sv,da,nb}, it⇒da
en⇒de
en⇒de, ht⇒en
en⇔de
ht⇒en

Decoder

Moses, Matrax
Matrax
Moses, Matrax
Moses
Moses
Moses
Moses

Corpora

Europarl, Auto
Europarl, Auto
Europarl, Auto
Europarl
Europarl, SMS
Europarl, News
SMS, Misc

Most experiments were performed on the Europarl corpus (Koehn, 2005),
which contains transcriptions of the proceedings of the European Parliament
in eleven languages, including English, German, and Swedish. Europarl is
sentence aligned using the algorithm by Gale and Church (1993). The current release of Europarl, v6, contains around 1,700,000 sentences for the
language pairs used in this thesis, but in order to reduce training times
of the PBSMT system, I used smaller partitions of Europarl in many experiments.

I also used corpora provided for the Workshops on Statistical

Machine Translation (see e.g., Callison-Burch et al., 2011), that included
mono- and bilingual news corpora for GermanEnglish, and a number of
corpora for Haitian CreoleEnglish.

The main corpus I used for Haitian

Creole is an SMS-corpus of anonymized messages sent after the 2010 earthquake gathered by a consortium of volunteer organizations,

Mission 4636.

I also used a small automotive corpus extracted from a translation memory
from automotive manuals, for translation from English to Swedish, Danish,
and Norwegian.
Table 4.2 gives an overview of which decoders and corpora that were used
in the papers of the thesis. Europarl is used in all papers, except for the
experiments on Haitian Creole.

Matrax is mainly used as a decoder for

the automotive corpus, except in Papers 2 and 3, where it is also used for
Europarl. Some samples from the publicly available corpora are shown in
Table 4.3.

4.3 Paper summaries
In this section I will summarize the main work and conclusions of each of
the seven papers in the thesis.
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Table 4.3: Examples from some of the corpora used in experiments in the
papers of the thesis

Corpus

Language 1

Language 2

Europarl
EnDa

Workers are facing a massive
attack on their employment
and social rights.

EnDe

That is why I believe that we
need a dierent policy mix for a
new policy of full employment.

EnSv

The amendment to the directive on todays agenda does
not therefore aect the existing
harmonization of the transport
of dangerous goods in the Community.
E' assolutamente sproporzionato e non aiuta certo il processo
di pace.

Arbejdstagerne står over for
det allerstørste angreb mod
deres arbejdsmæssige og sociale
rettigheder.
Deshalb glaube ich, daÿ wir
einen anderen policy mix
für eine neue Politik der
Vollbeschäftigung brauchen.
Den ändring av direktivet som i
dag står på föredragningslistan
innebär alltså ingen förändring
i den standardisering av transport av farligt gods som gemenskapen har i dag.
Det er helt ude af proportioner
og fremmer på ingen måde fredsprocessen.

ItDa

News
EnDe

SMS
HtEn
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The investment was a mistake,
but I learned a lot more than I
would have from a success.
This year's storms in central
and southern China produced
the worst winter weather in a
half-century.

Die Investition war ein Fehler,
allerdings lernte ich so sehr
viel mehr, als wenn ich Erfolg
gehabt hätte.
Die diesjährigen Stürme in
Zentral- und Südchina sorgten
für den schlimmsten Winter
seit einem halben Jahrhundert.

Nom
pam
se
[FIRSTNAME][LASTNAME] mwen
se yon chofeur mwen gen 13
zan esperians si nou bezwenm
nou ka relem nan numero s a
telef.[PHONENUMBER] adrès
mwen cl
Si ta gen lapli ki sa pou m fè?

My
name
is
[FIRSTNAME][LASTNAME].
I
am a driver. I have 13 years
of experience.
Should you
need me, I can be reached
at [PHONENUMBER] my
address
If there is rain what am I to do?

4.3 Paper summaries

4.3.1 Paper 1
Sara Stymne, Nicola Cancedda, and Lars Ahrenberg. 2012a.

Generation

of compound words for statistical machine translation into compounding
languages. Submitted manuscript
In this paper we investigated several methods that address compound processing for translation into compounding languages:



Coalescence: how can the order and adjacency of compound parts be
improved for split compounds?



Compound merging: how can we merge compounds and both produce
novel compounds and minimize the risk of erroneous merges?



Compound splitting: how do dierences in splitting strategies inuence compound translation?

We performed experiments on two corpora, for translation into German,
Swedish, and Danish, all of which have closed compounds. The major goal
was to be able to produce novel compounds to overcome the sparsity of
compounds in corpora.
To address the issue of coalescence, we used sequence models on customized
tagsets.

A standard POS-tagset was modied in several ways, the most

successful being by adding tags for split compound modiers, which were
based on the compound head, such as noun-modier for noun compounds.
This tagset could then be used as an output factor in a factored translation model.

We showed that this strategy led to a large reduction in the

number of misplaced compounds, while still producing a higher number of
compounds than the baseline system.
For compound merging we developed a new heuristic strategy that was based
on matching of tags from the customized tagsets, and improved an existing
list-based strategy by several types of constraints. We also showed how sequence labeling could be used to merge compounds, and suggested a useful
feature set. These methods performed on par with or better than previous
suggestions. In addition, the POS-based heuristic and the sequence labeler
can produce novel compounds, which was not the case for previous algorithms.
We also showed that the type of compound splitting used inuences the
translation results, and that we could not use the results of intrinsic evaluations of compound splitting to predict the success on the machine translation task. This nding is consistent with previous research for the opposite
translation direction.
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Overall the results were on par with or better than the baseline for several
datasets and language pairs. But we also showed that we could increase the
number of compounds in the translation output compared to not processing
compounds.

4.3.2 Paper 2
Sara Stymne. 2009c. Denite noun phrases in statistical machine transla-

tion into Danish. In Proceedings of the Workshop on Extracting and Using
Constructions in NLP , pages 49. Odense, Denmark

In this paper I discussed how deniteness can be handled for translation
from English to Danish. I used a POS-based preprocessing method on the
English source side that transformed English denite noun phrases so that
they look like Danish. There were two simple transformations:



Remove denite articles that do not have an equivalent in Danish



Add a denite sux to nouns that correspond to Danish suxed nouns

Both these transformations were applied to bare NPs. Modied NPs have
the same structure in Danish and English, and were not modied.

For

compound nouns, the denite marker was put on the head of the noun, as
in (45).

(45)

Original:
Modied:

the apple trees

in the old garden

apple trees#def in the old garden

Danish: æbletræerne i den gamle have

I performed experiments on two corpora, Europarl and a small automotive corpus, using the Matrax decoder. I also investigated the interaction
between using discontiguous phrases, gaps, in Matrax and deniteness processing.

When gaps were used there was a large improvement on both

corpora, of 5.4 Bleu points on the automotive corpus and 4.2 Bleu points on
Europarl. By not allowing gaps, there was an improvement on the baseline
in both cases. With denite processing, there were dierences between the
two corpora. On Europarl, there was an improvement again, and a similar
result to using denite processing with gaps. On the automotive corpus, the
result was similar to the baseline without gaps. Overall, though, the best
strategy was to use both gaps and denite processing.
This interaction between the types of phrases used and the preprocessing strategy is interesting, and should merit more research. A small error
analysis also showed that the preprocessing led to many dierent types of
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changes, besides aecting the deniteness construction, such as inuencing
word choice and word order.

4.3.3 Paper 3
Sara Stymne. 2011a. Denite noun phrases in statistical machine translation

Proceedings of the 15th Annual Conference
of the European Association for Machine Translation , pages 289296. Leuinto Scandinavian languages. In
ven, Belgium
This paper is an extension of Paper 2 to new language pairs. I investigated

how deniteness processing could be used for an additional source language,
Italian, and additional target languages, Swedish and Norwegian. The same
two operators as above were again used to transform English denite NPs
to look similar to the Scandinavian languages.

For Italian I also moved

adjectives that were placed after the noun, in order to better resemble the
Danish structure.
For translation to Danish, the same strategy as in Paper 2 was eective
also when combined with compound processing for translation from English.
Also for translation from Italian there were signicant improvements for
translation to Danish.
For translation from English to Swedish and Norwegian, I rst applied essentially the same strategy as for translation to Danish, with the exception
that deniteness markers are used also in modied noun phrases, to resemble the structure in these languages, as shown in (46) for Swedish. This was,
however, not successful neither for Swedish nor for Norwegian. I thus investigated a dierent strategy where I only removed denite articles, and did
not add any markup on denite nouns. This strategy led to improvements
on both languages. One explanation for the failure of the initial strategy is
that denite markers are used in other types of phrases than pure denite
phrases in Swedish and Norwegian, for instance in certain demonstrative
phrases, where they are not used in Danish. I also investigated target side
processing for EnglishSwedish translation, but with no positive results.

(46)

Original:

the small button

closes the door

Modied: the small button#def closes

door#the

Swedish: den lilla knappen stänger dörren

This study shows that strategies that are developed for one language pair
cannot always be applied in the exact same way to other language pairs.
With some modication the strategy was, however, successful for all investigated language pairs.
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4.3.4 Paper 4
Sara Stymne. 2011b. Iterative reordering and word alignment for statistiIn Proceedings of the 18th Nordic Conference on Computational
Linguistics (NODALIDA'11) , pages 315318. Riga, Latvia
cal MT.

In this paper I investigated the eects of iterating the learning of reordering
rules and word alignment.

The intuition behind the iterative approach is

that both these processes could potentially benet from improvements to the
other process. Reordering rules that are learnt based on word alignments
will potentially be better if the word alignment is improved. Word alignment
tends to be better for similar languages, which can be simulated by applying
reordering rules to the training data.
I used a reordering rule strategy similar to that in Elming (2008b), by using
rule-induction learning on dierent levels of linguistic annotations, based on
a dependency parse. I applied the rules to get a 1-best reordering of both
the training data and the translation input.

I performed experiments on

EnglishGerman translation, comparing a baseline system without reordering to a system where reordering rules from 1 and 2 iterations were used.
There were no improvements on the translation task over the baseline when
using a decoder that allowed some reordering, and only minor improvements
when using monotone decoding.
Rule-induction learning creates human-readable rules, and I could thus analyze the rules.

The majority of the rules were linguistically motivated

operations such as subject-verb inversion, and moving verbs to the end of
sentences. The types of rules created in the two iterations were quite different. In iteration 1 there were many rules that moved verbs to the end of
sentences, whereas there were mostly subject-verb inversion rules in iteration 2. Both these types of rules are useful for EnglishGerman reordering.
This indicates that the iterative approach can aid in learning new types of
rules, even though it had no overall eect on translation results. One reason
for this could be that the rule-learner had a low recall.

4.3.5 Paper 5
Sara Stymne. 2012.

Clustered word classes for preordering in statistical

Proceedings of ROBUS-UNSUP 2012: Joint Workshop on Unsupervised and Semi-Supervised Learning in NLP , pages 2834.
machine translation. In
Avignon, France

In this paper I investigated the use of clustered word classes for preordering,
and compared it to several dierent other tagsets for EnglishGerman translation. I also used preordering based on clustered word classes for translation
from Haitian Creole, a language for which no POS-taggers are available.
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The work is based on a POS-based reordering algorithm by Niehues and
Kolss (2009), which extracts both short-range and long-range rules based
on alignments. The rules are expressed as POS-patterns, possibly with wild
cards for covering long-distance reordering, with an associated order for each
POS-pattern. For input to the decoder I used lattices that captured many
possible reorderings. I used this algorithm both with a standard POS-tagset,
and with several parsing-based tagsets, capturing dependencies and shallow
syntax. The sizes of the tagsets varied between 20523. I also investigated
if automatically clustered word classes (Och, 1999) could be used instead of
standard tags.
For EnglishGerman translation both the standard tagsets and the clustered
tagsets gave improvements over a baseline without reorderings, both when
the training data was reordered, and with the original order maintained.
The systems with clustered word classes had slightly lower scores than some
of the systems with standard tags.

There were no consistent dierences

between the standard tagsets or between systems with a dierent number
of word class clusters. For translation from Haitian Creole to English, the
method with clustered word classes allowed us to use preordering, which
is not possible with other annotations, since there is no available POStagger. Also for this language pair, which only has a moderate amount of
reordering, there were consistent improvements over the baseline when word
class reordering was used.

4.3.6 Paper 6
Sara Stymne, Maria Holmqvist, and Lars Ahrenberg. 2010. Vs and OOVs:

Two problems for translation between German and English. In Proceedings
of the Joint Fifth Workshop on Statistical Machine Translation and MetricsMATR , pages 183188. Uppsala, Sweden

In this paper we investigated three strategies for translation between English and German: morphological processing, reordering for alignment, and
OOV handling. The morphological processing included using a morphological sequence model and compound splitting, similarly to Paper 1. In this
paper we also showed modest improvements using this strategy for translation from German to English. Reordering for alignment was applied using
alignment-based reordering, as in Holmqvist et al. (2009). In this paper we
also experimented with moving verbs to the end of sentences before alignment, with the hope that it would improve the alignment of verbs, which is
problematic for translation between English and German. We found that on
its own this alignment was not helpful compared to the baseline, but that
it could be useful when combined with other alignments.
The main reason for including the paper in this thesis is for the discussion
of OOV handling. Here we used two types of knowledge-light strategies, a
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preprocessing strategy for replacing OOVs with known equivalents, and a
postprocessing step where number formatting was addressed. In the preprocessing step we performed four types of operations:



Replace an OOV with a form with dierent casing (this could happen
since we used truecasing in our system, not lowercasing).



Stem the OOV and choose the most common known form for that
word, if any.



If the OOV was hyphenated, split on hyphens. If any of the parts were
OOVs, repeat the above steps.



Remove hyphens at the end of words (only for German, addresses
coordinated compounds).

For English we found that many proper names were erroneously changed
into other word types, and we thus excluded words starting with uppercase
letters from the processing of English. These steps reduced the number of
OOVs by 35.4% in German and 14.9% in English.
In the postprocessing step we changed the formatting of numbers to adhere
to the formatting of the target language, when violated. In German a comma
is used for decimals, and a period is used between thousands, whereas the
usage in English is the opposite. We wrote simple regular expression-based
rules for changing this.
Overall a relatively small number of words and sentences were aected by
the two types of OOV processing, and the eect on MT metrics was minimal.
The eect was, however, slightly positive in the majority of cases.

4.3.7 Paper 7
Sara Stymne. 2011c. Spell checking techniques for replacement of unknown
words and data cleaning for Haitian Creole SMS translation. In

of the Sixth Workshop on Statistical Machine Translation ,

Proceedings

pages 470477.

Edinburgh, Scotland
In this paper I reported results for translation of Haitian Creole SMS data
to English.

There were two conditions for the translation, the raw con-

dition which used unmodied, raw data, and the clean condition, where
development and test data had been cleaned by human annotators.

The

main contributions of the paper are the use of a cleaning model and a spell
checking-based algorithm for OOV-replacement, which are summarized in
Figure 4.2. It illustrates how PBSMT training were used both on word level
for creating a cleaning model, and on character level for training weights for
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Training cleaning
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char sequence
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Figure 4.2: Overview of the training of the spell checking based OOVreplacement and cleaning model for translation of Haitian Creole
in Paper 7.

OOV replacements, further described below. There is also some discussion
on general corpus preparation, and of how to combine in- and out-of-domain
data in the best way.
In the data cleaning step a small amount of manually cleaned data, 900
sentences from the development corpus, was used to train a PBSMT model
that could translate from raw Haitian Creole to cleaner Haitian Creole. This
model was applied to both the training data, and to the raw translation
input. Despite the fact that it was trained on very little data, I found that
it was useful for both the training data and translation input for the raw
condition, but that it was not useful when the translation input had been
cleaned.
For the OOV-replacement I applied a spell checking-based model to OOVs
in the translation input, both performing a 1-best replacement and creating
a lattice with the 3-best options. The spell checking algorithm allowed edit
distance operations on character sequences, up to length 3, not only on single
characters. Contrary to previous methods for spell checking-based replacement of OOVs, I allowed multiple edits in each string, and I used weighted
edits, and also weights from a source-side language model. Allowing multiple
multi-character edits was clearly useful since the corpus contained numerous
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spelling alternatives with several edits, such as
and

pwogram/programme

ayeropò/ayóport

(airport)

(program).

Several weighting schemes were investigated. In the rst scheme a subset of
common substitutions was identied manually by inspecting a list of possible
spelling alternatives that was created from raw and cleaned data.

These

common substitutions were given a uniform low cost. In the second scheme
weights were trained automatically using character-based PBSMT trained
on a list of spelling alternatives created using the rst method. Both these
two schemes were used to weigh individual edit operations, to arrive at a
total score for each spelling alternative based on a modied Levenshtein
distance. The word level scores were also used to rank candidates, and to
weigh the lattice. For this purpose I also used a source side language model
that evaluated alternatives in the source side context. On the translation
task there was a large improvement when using OOV-lattices, regardless of
which type of weights that was used.
were mostly close to the baseline.
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For 1-best substitutions the results

5 Conclusions
In this thesis I have presented a number of text harmonization strategies,
focusing on four areas: compounding, deniteness, reordering, and unknown
words. For all these areas I have either developed new methods, or extended
existing methods, mainly using pre- and postprocessing techniques.

The

term text harmonization has not been used much in this context before. I
think it is a useful umbrella term for the kind of processing that aims at
making two texts more similar in one or more ways, which has been shown
to be eective for improving PBSMT, both in this thesis and in previous
research.
Addressing translation into compounding languages, I developed several new
methods.

I showed how sequence models based on customized POS-tags

can be used for improving the order of compound parts, and designed both
new heuristics and learning-based methods for compound merging, that can
produce novel compounds. Overall these methods led to relatively consistent
small improvements over baseline systems without compound processing,
and they also led to a higher number of compounds in the translations,
which is desirable. Deniteness has not been addressed for SMT into the
Scandinavian languages before. I designed a relatively simple preprocessing
method that gave very good results for translation from English to Danish,
and smaller but consistent improvements when ported to other language
pairs. For reordering I extended previously proposed reordering algorithms
in two ways, by iteration of alignment and reordering, and by the use of
clustered word classes. While these methods did not lead to improvements
over standard reordering systems, I showed that the iteration method led to
the identication of new types of linguistically motivated rules, and the use
of word classes allows preordering to be used for less-resourced languages
like Haitian Creole. Finally I identied methods for replacing OOVs in the
translation input.

I applied light-weight techniques for EnglishGerman

translation with modest improvements.

I also used an elaborate spelling

replacement method, with good results for Haitian Creole.
I used shallow linguistic knowledge, in the form of POS-tags in several ways.
In preprocessing steps, POS-tags were used to guide compound splitting,
deniteness processing, and reordering.
compound merging.

In postprocessing it was used for

It was also used in factored decoding with sequence

models on either customized POS-tags for improving compound coalescence,
or morphologically enriched tags for improving agreement. The tags used
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for compound parts were customized tags, relevant to compound formation.
I believe this type of technique could be used also for other phenomena,
such as improving the order of split morphs, for morphological splitting.
In Paper 6 I compared POS-tags to parser-based tagging schemes, without
nding any particular advantage of parsing-based tags. This is not the rst
work where POS-tags have been used in some way to extend and improve
PBSMT, it rather adds to the overwhelming evidence that shallow linguistics
can indeed be useful for improving PBSMT.
The standard PBSMT methods are language independent, but better suited
for languages with similar structure. The methods I used for compounding
and deniteness are language dependent, but as shown in the thesis, they
work for a number of language pairs. The only language specic information
used in the compound processing algorithm is the inventory of allowed compound forms for each language and the adaption of POS-tags for each tagset.
It was, however, important with careful modication of the strategy for definiteness processing when adapting it to new languages. In this work the
English or Italian source side was transformed to resemble the Scandinavian
NP structure. This can be contrasted to previous work on EnglishArabic
translation, where instead the Arabic side, which marks deniteness with
a prex, has been transformed to resemble English (e.g., Lee, 2004; Badr
et al., 2008). A fuller investigation into these options should be useful. I also
believe that the proposed methods could be extended to even more language
pairs. The methods used for reordering and OOV-replacement are largely
language independent, even though they are only evaluated on two language
pairs. It seems that it is advantageous to use some prior knowledge of the
language pairs treated, however. With the use of text harmonization strategies, it is possible to better exploit the strengths of PBSMT by training
models on harmonized texts.
The spell checking techniques developed were only applied to a very noisy
SMS corpus, for which they were useful.

But there is reason to believe

that it could also be used for other corpora, seeing that previous work have
shown some improvements using simpler spell checking techniques on such
corpora. The current weight training algorithm used some human knowledge
for assigning the initial weights. I believe that it is possible to assign weights
automatically by iteratively identifying spelling alternatives, and rene the
weights based on those.
in such an approach.

Weights can most likely be initialized uniformly

If such a strategy works, it would be completely

unsupervised. An issue to be further addressed is how to weigh replacement
candidates in the best way, and it would also be desirable to set thresholds
in some more principled way.

Other avenues for future work is to apply

the spell-checking algorithm in other ways, for instance by adding entries to
the phrase-table (Habash, 2008), or by using it to normalize spelling in the
corpus (Hewavitharana et al., 2011). It could also be combined with other
OOV-handling strategies, such as the light-weight strategies in Paper 6.
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There are several issues in connection with PBSMT systems that are not
discussed much in the thesis. One such issue is casing, especially the task
of restoring the correct capitalization in postprocessing. It is an orthogonal
problem to the issues discussed in the thesis, but for a full MT system it is
still important to handle, and there has been some research in this area (e.g.,
Wang et al., 2006). In my research I suggest one approach for noisy corpora
in Paper 7, by lowercasing the source, keeping the target true-cased, and
ltering out sentences with much upper-casing from frequency calculations.
More experimentation needs to be done to really show the usefulness of these
choices, but preliminary unpublished experiments show that the results are
better with the mixed casing strategy, than by using a lowercased corpus. A
risk of using truecasing instead of lowercasing is that of raising the number
of OOVs, which is addressed in Paper 6. Another issue for re-casing is for
translation into German with systems with compound processing, in which
novel nouns are formed, which need an initial upper-cased letter.

These

words might not be handled by methods that rely on corpus frequencies
for recasing. In previous work I have suggested using POS-tags, which are
available in the factored models, to make capitalization decisions (Stymne,
2009a).
In a recent paper, Clark et al. (2011) brought up the issue of optimizer
instability, which though it was relatively well-known, has not been addressed much. The issue is that the standard algorithm for optimizing the
weights of an SMT system, minimum error-rate training, tends to be unstable, and give varying results. To address this, Clark et al. (2011) recommend
using several optimizer runs in combination with hypothesis testing using
approximate randomization. I used approximate randomization for hypothesis testing in most of the papers in this thesis, but I did mostly not use
several optimizer runs. What I did was to run a high number of experiments
with slightly dierent settings for each type of approach. If all, or a large
majority, of such experiments point in the same direction, it is very likely
that the results are not due to variations in optimization. I thus think that
the results in this thesis are valid despite the lack of repetition of identical
experiments with multiple optimizer runs.
The main type of evaluation used in the thesis is automatic metrics, like
Bleu (Papineni et al., 2002), which compares the translation output to one
or a few human translations. Such metrics have limitations. In the case of
only one reference translation, as used in this thesis, only one valid translation option is taken into account. Furthermore, metrics tend to give better
results for languages with little morphology, such as English, for which the
agreement with human evaluation tend to be better than for morphologically complex languages such as German (see e.g., Callison-Burch et al.,
2011). Metrics like Bleu are also problematic for compounding languages,
since a long compound corresponds to several words in a language like English. Even if it is correct, a compound word will only count as a unigram
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match in a compounding language, whereas it will count as a longer

n-gram

match in English, and thus count proportionally more in the nal score. To
alleviate these problems, two major strategies were used in the thesis. The
rst was to use several metrics, where the metrics at least to some extent
measures dierent aspects of a translation. Many issues are common for all
these metrics, however. For the work on compounding, I also used several
additional analysis methods, such as counting compounds in the output,
and judging their quality. These investigations showed that the compounding processing strategies proposed do lead to a higher number of compounds
than the baseline system, with a good ordering of split compounds. For the
other areas, the amount of additional analysis was limited. A thorough error
analysis, to investigate particular strengths and weaknesses of the proposed
systems would be valuable.
One issue that I saw for compound processing and deniteness processing is
that the results varied somewhat for the two corpora used, Europarl and the
automotive corpus. This could be due to the size of the corpora, Europarl is
much larger, but it could also be due to the nature of Europarl, which is quite
diverse, and which has dierent source languages for dierent parts, which
means that the parallel texts are often translations from a third language.
Much of the MT research on European languages is performed using the
Europarl corpus, and it is thus an important issue that techniques that do
not work on Europarl might work well on other corpora, and vice versa.
In this thesis, the focus has been solely on PBSMT. The techniques that were
used here could be used in connection with hierarchical or syntactic SMT
as well, however.

There have been some studies indicating the usefulness

of preprocessing also for those methods (e.g., Xu et al., 2009; Wang et al.,
2010). Another direction for future work is to extend the current work to
new language pairs and language phenomena. In this work English is mostly
used as one of the languages; it would, for instance, also be interesting to
see the eect of using compound processing on both sides when translating
between two compounding languages.
In summary, I have shown several ways in which text harmonization techniques can be used to improve PBSMT. For the areas of compound processing for translation into compounding languages and deniteness for translation into Scandinavian languages I have developed several new methods
that are superior to previous proposals.

For reordering I have extended

previously suggested preordering strategies in two ways, by iterating word
alignment and reordering rule learning, and by using clustered word classes.
Finally I have investigated knowledge-light methods for OOV-replacement,
including a more elaborate spelling model than in previous research in SMT.
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